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ABSTRACT 
The Prediction of Tenure and Job Performance based on the 
Job Activity Preference Questionnaire (JAPQ): 
A Concurrent Study 
by 
Nolan R. Roberts, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1983 
Major Profes sor: Dr. Keith T. Checketts 
Department: Psychology 
vi i 
The purpose of this study was to assess the concurrent validity of 
the JAPQ in predicting the work output and tenure levels of persons 
employed in the occupation of Data Entry Operator-Financial Keyer. Three 
separate hypotheses were tested: (1) JAPQ-02 differences based on 
employee tenur e and output loads; (2) JAPQ dimension preference differ-
ences, which may not be reflected in JAPQ-02 scores; and, (3) the rela-
tionship between employee tenure and employee output. Separate research 
questions focused on the applicability of the JAPQ in predicting employee 
tenure and employee output, based on multiple regression results. 
Sixty financial keyers were administered the JAPQ for comparison 
against a concurrent PAQ job analysis. For hypothesis testing, the 
subjects were separated into four groups according to tenure or output. 
No differences were found in the overall JAPQ-02 score, comparing 11high 11 
(02 = 6.53) vs. 11low11 (02 = 6.60) output keyers and 11lo ng11 (JAPQ-02 = 
vi ii 
6.26) vs. "short" (o2 = 7.16) tenured keyers. The keyer dimension 
profiles were highly similar, as indicated by positive correlations in 
the ranking of JAPQ dimension preferences for "high" vs. "low" output 
keyers (rho = .962; p 2_ .001) and for "long" vs. "short" tenured keyers 
(rho = .979; p 2_ .001). 
No relationship was found between keyer tenure and keyer output 
(r = .088; df = 58). When viewing the data incorporated in this area, 
two employees with extensive tenure and below average output appeared to 
have skewed the data. The data for these two employees was deleted and a 
second correlation was completed, resulting in a positive relationship 
between keyer tenure and keyer output (r = .426; df = 56; p < .01). 
Multiple regressions of JAPQ dimensions indicated promising 
predictability for "high output" keyers (adjusted R"' .335; p 2_ .01) and 
for "long tenured 11 keyers (adjusted R = .433; p2_ .001) . 
All results were discussed in respect to use of the JAPQ as an 
inst r ument for use in the personnel office. Recommendations for similar 
research is also mentioned. 
(151 pages) 
INTRODUCTION 
Interest Inventories: Guidance Use 
Vocational guidance counseling is an area that makes use of interest 
inventories t o facilitate the process of career selection. The 
vocational counselor is the primary user of interest inventories, due to 
the fact that interest inventories are a good counseling tool which 
specifies areas of work that an individual may be interested in enough to 
consider. 
In 1927, the Strong Vocational Interest Blank was first published. 
Since then, many researchers have spent a great deal of time 
investigating the assessment of interests and their relationship to 
vocat"ions. Some of the more prominent interest inventories in use today 
include: the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory (formally the Strong 
Vocational Interest Blank), Guilford-Zimmerman Interest Inventory, Kuder 
Preference Record, Kuder Occupational Interest Inventory, and the 
Vocational Interest Inventory. 
The majority of the interest inventories are mainly concerned with 
identifying general groups of occupations or a few specific careers, 
rather than identifying specific areas of job interest and training 
(Cronbach, 1960; Darley & Hagenah, 1955). Sometimes specific information 
gained from the measurement device is useful to indicate whether an 
individual's interests are compatible with a specific occupation. The 
prominent interest inventories have reached a saturation point in their 
usefulness in assessing individual interests (Darley & Hagenah, 1955; 
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Super & Crites, 1962), and none of the more prominent interest inventories 
reach very deep into the wide variety of specific occupations available to 
an i nd i vi dual . 
Psychometric concerns of interest inventories have been a lasting re-
search focus. Earlier findings viewed the 11older 11 inventories as: being 
fakable (Cross, 1950; Durnall, 1954; Longstaff, 1948); having made inap-
propriate use of ipsative rating scales (Bauernfeind, 1962; Katz, 1962); 
and showed a lack of generalizability (Albright, Glennon, & Smith, 1963; 
Guion, 1965). More recently, research has focused on contradictory evi-
dence for predictive validity (Bartling & Hood, 1981; Borgen & Seling, 
1978; Dolliver, Irvin, & Bigley, 1968; Dolliver & Will, 1977; Holland & 
Lutz, 1968; Slaney & Russell, 1981), social desirability factors in occu-
pations (Longhurst, Note 1), and the changes within an occupation which may 
invalidate the interest key prepared for that occupation (Harris, Note 2). 
Interest Inventories: Use as a Selection Instrument 
Another use of the interest inventory is in personnel decisions, 
from hiring to placement to advancement. Selection testing, of various 
types, has shown increases in productivity (Schmidt & Hunter, 1981; 
Schmidt, Hunter, McKenzie, & Muldrow, 1979). Recent studies have indi-
cated that performance and job success may be predicted through the use 
of interest inventories (Johnson & Hogan, 1981; Reeves & Booth, 1979). 
Even though the research is positive in these contexts, the actual use of 
the device in business has not yet been routinely established (Grant, 
1980; Roberts, Note 3). 
Research on selection testing is inconsistent with the actual use of 
the instruments in practice. This inconsistency is partially the fault 
of giving research emphasis to socio-political issues such as racial or 
group differences in test validity, rather than content and criterion 
related issues (Tenopyr, 1981). When tests are used in the selection 
procedure there is a tendency to neglect the information derived from 
them (Schneider, 1978). As a result, selection testing is slowly being 
abandoned and less valid procedures for employee selection are being 
used, such as the interview (Grant, 1980; Schmidt & Hunter, 1981). 
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The civil rights movement of the 1960s placed pressure on employment 
testing to demonstrate the validity of testing. This pressure surfaced 
many legal issues that confront businesses which chose to test as a part 
of employee selection. A result of this movement was the creation of the 
administrative agency for enforcement of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). 
The EEOC has published the legal requirements for employment testing 
(EEOC, Uniform Guidelines, 1978). A reaction to these guidelines appears 
to be a flight from objective testing procedures rather than to comply 
with the guidelines. This is probably the primary reason for the 
abandonment of employment testing (Tenopyr, 1981). 
Other reasons for the lack of employment testing and the use of an 
interest measure as an employment test are: The criterion-related 
research necessary to implement such measures is often not feasible 
(Dunnette & Borman, 1979) and, the cost of research and implementation is 
often overwhelming (Grant, 1980; Tenopyr, 1981). Despite the legal 
issues raised by employment testing, research continues to explore its 
potential in selection. 
From the standpoint of the potential worker and potential employer 
the construct of 11interest 11 is an aspect worthy of consideration; the 
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worker does not appreciate work that is of no interest to him or her. 
Also, it is not beneficial for the employer to have disinterested 
personnel, for interest in performing certain tasks required by a job is 
indirectly related to overall performance of that job (Sutermeister, 
1969). The utilization of interest inventories can help identify an 
individual's specific area(s) of interest in a job. When the interests 
of the individual are used in conjunction with the aptitudes of the 
person, performance may be more effectively predicted. When both 
interest and aptitude are considered, the possibility of misplaced 
personnel and the negative outcomes of such misplacement can be reduced 
(Isaacson, 1972). 
Interest inventories are developed to help individuals identify 
areas of work in which they may be satisfied. Smith, Kendall, and Hulin 
(1969) viewed one facet of job satisfaction as being the work itself. 
Longhurst (Note 1) saw the individual's interest in the many facets of 
the job as a direct contributor to job satisfaction. Seybolt (1976) saw 
this worker interest-job satisfaction variable as being an interaction 
between work environment characteristics and individual worker 
differences. Melamed and Meir (1981) have a clear point of view for the 
tie between interest in a job and satisfaction on that job. They have 
suggested that the level of congruence which is seen in an individual's 
interest in performing specific tasks and job behaviors which require 
those tasks may be directly related to vocational satisfaction. 
Sutermeister (1969), and Landy and Trumbo (1980) concluded that 
employee interest in the various aspects of a job may be correlated with 
productivity on that job. Others have also seen job satisfaction as 
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being an influential factor in productivity (Hackman & Lawler, 1971; 
Orpen, 1979). If the following assumptions are correct, that is if 
interest affects satisfaction, and satisfaction affects productivity, 
then perhaps productivity can be viewed as a function of worker interest 
(directly or indirectly). 
Hackman and Lawler (1971) have suggested that certain characteristics 
of the individuals themselves must be taken into account together with the 
characteristics of the job itself in order to generate valid predictions 
about the behavioral responses of the employee at work. A major problem 
in determining task and job effects on behavior is in the measurement of 
perceived job characteristics and the actual characterist ics of the job 
(Hackman & Lawler, 1971). The actual work itself is often perceived 
incorrectly by individuals (e.g., the range manager who believes the job 
entails a majority of outdoor work only to find that the job entails desk 
work as a primary task). This misperception is often a major factor in 
job dissatisfaction (James & Jones, 1980), low productivity (Hoiberg & 
Pugh, 1978), and turnover (Dunnette, Arvey, & Banas, 1973). 
Interest Inventories: A New Approach 
A method of measuring interests in relation to actual job character-
istics is available with the Job Activity Preference Questionnaire (JAPQ). 
This tool can be used as an instrument for the vocational counselor (by 
suggesting areas of interest), and also for personnel decision-making in 
pre-selection of potential employees, employee placement and employee 
advancement. Use of such an instrument might save the organization the 
direct loss of capital resulting from dissatisfied employees, low produc-
tivity, and employee turnover. 
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The JAPQ measures interests based on a similar rationale and method 
used in developing the Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ) (McCormick, 
Jeanneret, & Mecham, 1969a). The PAQ is a structured job analysis 
questionnaire which focuses on "worker-oriented" job elements present in 
a wide variety of jobs. These worker-oriented elements are those that 
are usually seen to characterize human behavior, either directly or by 
strong inference (McCormick, 1959). The JAPQ was developed as a parallel 
inventory to the PAQ providing for the expression of interest in the job 
elements defined and measured by the PAQ. 
This worker-oriented aspect is distinquished from job-oriented 
ele ments, in that job-oriented elements reflect the use of task, job 
content, or the "technological" aspects of the job (McCormick, Jeanneret, 
& Mecham, 1972; Marsh, 1964; Morsh & Christal, 1966). The worker-
oriented elements used in assessing human work can be termed as "common 
denominators" of work itself, relevant to any type of job since there is 
a limited number of human behavioral variables relevant to job 
performance (Mecham, Note 4). 
The common denominators of work make possible a quantifiable job 
analysis which can be statistically evaluated (McCormick, Cunningham, & 
Gordon, 1969). There are three premises made in this analytical 
approach. First, a given job has the same behavior requirements for all 
persons on that job. Second, there is an assumed order or structured 
process in which the work is to be performed. And third, the use of 
worker-oriented job elements makes possible a statistical determination 
of the nature of a job structure (McCormick, Jeanneret, & Mecham, 
1969b). 
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The JAPQ is useful in determining interests in virtually all jobs 
because it quantifies an individual's interests in behaviors found on the 
job (Longhurst, Note 1). Occupations obtained from JAPQ testing coincide 
with the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (U.S. Department of Labor, 
1977). Data on each of approximately 2500 job titles have been collected 
over the last decade, by observing the work or interviewing workers and 
supervisors. This data base is frequently enlarged and updated for 
interest analysis with specific jobs. By matching actual job situations, 
activities, and requirements with individual preferences and experience, 
a more direct and valid comparison of an individual's interests in 
connection with a specific vocational aspiration can be made than is 
possible with most interest inventories which use personality theories 
and developmental theories as a basis for inventory development. 
The major advantage of the JAPQ over other interest inventories is 
the direct connection with job analysis information and its interest-job 
interface, resulting in better insights and predictions of job preference 
(Longhurst, Note 1), job satisfaction (Pritchard & Peters, 1974), and 
employee tenure (Mecham & Hoskisson, Note 5). One of the strengths of 
the JAPQ is its ability to be matched with the PAQ. This allows for the 
analysis of interest in performing behaviors with the behaviors found on 
a job. The process by which this procedure occurs is to have 
knowledgeable persons complete the PAQ for a specific job. This develops 
a data base for that job and allows for the comparison of JAPQ interest 
results comparison on that job. These results are profiled for PAQ-JAPQ 
comparison on the sixteen JAPQ dimensions. The dimensions can be viewed 
as central interest categories for an individual. 
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The focus on behavioral job characteristics and worker interest in 
performing these tasks places a new view on an applied use of the 
interest inventory. Some of the problems with the utilization of such 
instruments may no longer be an issue with business. A main reason why a 
business may be open to the use of the JAPQ is because it requires the 
use of the PAQ. To apply the JAPQ operationally, the objective job 
analysis derived from the PAQ is an inexpensive secondary benefit which 
may be used for other personnel matters. Other reasons for applied use 
of the JAPQ stem from the logic that is at the basis of the instrument. 
Perhaps the major strength for the applied use of the JAPQ comes from the 
design of the instrument and its validation on an extensive working 
population. 
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STATEMENT OFTHE PROBLEM 
Interest inventories have been found to be predictive of vocational 
choice (Bartling & Hood, 1981; Dolliver, Irvin, & Bigley, 1972; Holland & 
Lutz, 1968), vocational satisfaction (Melamed & Meir, 1981), occupational 
success (Garbin & Stover, 1980), and also job performance (Johnson & 
Hogan, 1981). It would appear reasonable that such instruments would be 
widely used in business for selection and placement. But this is not the 
case. The issues of adherence to EEOC guidelines (Tenopyr, 1981), 
criterion-related research feasibility (Dunnette & Borman, 1979), and the 
costs associated with implementation of a valid instrument (Grant, 1980; 
Tenopyr, 1981) appear to be the reasons for a lack of selection testing in 
business. These reasons argue for more research which confronts the 
problems directly. 
Guion (1965) feels that it would be an appropriate policy to hire 
those who are productive, dependable, and are likely to stay. But at 
this time one cannot measure these variables before they actually occur. 
Therefore, it is necessary for the potential employee to demonstrate 
characteristics prior to employment that are related to these 
characteristics on the job. 
Since the practical value of any instrument used in employee 
selection and placement is in the instrument's ability to discriminate 
between successful and non-successful individuals (Landy & Trumbo, 1980), 
it appears that research in this area might appropriately address such 
issues as concurrent and predictive validity, criterion feasibility, 
costs, legalities, and characteristics of job performance. 
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Mecham and Hoskisson (Note 5) found the JAPQ to discriminate job 
applicants in one area of concern for employment selection. They found 
:hat JAPQ interest profiles for short and long tenured persons on a 
specific job were different. A study by Pritchard and Peters (1974) also 
found the JAPQ to be a useful means for predicting various aspects of job 
~atisfaction. Longhurst .(Note 1) found that individuals 1 tend to prefer 
vork which has behavioral characteristics similar to their own work 
-nterests. 
Another employee characteristic which is related to tenure and job 
satis faction is 11employee-output 11---number of pieces or goods produced by 
bn individual. A complimentary investigation to the previous research 
\.\ould be to test the JAPQ1 s ability to discriminate employee output. A 
selection instrument capable of such a discrimination may have valuable 
pJtential for many employers. A study investigating employee output with 
Data Entry Operators revealed inverse relationships for employee age and 
t 2nure with employee output. It was assumed that this finding may impact 
J~PQ discriminability and should be considered in future research 
Pobert s, Note 6). 
The need for valid selection procedures is real. Recent JAPQ 
s~udies resulted in objective ways to answer some important personnel 
issues. Further investigation of the JAPQ with other personnel and 
selection issues is needed. Studies of the type proposed here may result 
in a practical employee selection process which deals with today 1 s 
employment concerns. 
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Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this study was to assess the concurrent validity of 
the JAPQ wit h the occupation of Data Entry Operator-Financial Keyer 
(Financial Keyer). Specifically, this research investigated the ability 
of the JAPQ to discriminate between employees on the basis of output and 
tenur e . The following hypotheses were tested: 
Hypotheses 
Hypothesis I. There is no difference in the JAPQ-02 score (see page 
25 for o2 process) between the highest and lowest producing Financial 
Keyers (productive and output will be interchangeable). 
~ypothesis II . There is no difference in the JAPQ-02 score between 
the longest and shortest tenured Financial Keyers. 
Hypothesis III . There is no difference in the pattern of JAPQ 
profile dimensions between the highest and lowest producing Financial 
Keyers. 
Hypothesis IV. There is no difference in the pattern of JAPQ 
profil e dimensions between the longest and shortest tenured Financial 
Keyers. 
During the pilot investigation of this study an inverse relationship 
was found in employee tenure when compared with employee output 
(Roberts, 198la). It was assumed that this finding may have been due to 
chance or poor sampling procedures. Therefore, the following hypotheses 
were also tested: 
Hypothesis V. There is no relationship between employee output and 
employee tenure. 
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A secondary research purpose was investigated in the theoretical 
basis of the JAPQ and its practical use in predicting employee output and 
tenure. In this investigation the following questions were asked: 
Research Question I & II. When combining all JAPQs from a specific 
job, the resulting JAPQ profile is representative of a concurrent 
interest profile for employees on that job. Since this is one aspect of 
the JAPQ1 s theoretical basis, which profile dimensions best predict (1) 
employee output and (2) employee tenure for the job of Financial Keyer? 
Definitions of Terms Used 
Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ). A structured job analysis 
questionnaire which measures worker-oriented job elements present in a 
wide variety of jobs (see Appendix A). 
Job Activity Preference Questionnaire (JAPQ). An interest inventory 
which measures expressed interest in work behavior job elements of the 
PAQ (see Appendix C). 
JAPQ-02. An overall match between an individual 1 s interest in 
performing JAPQ job elements and those elements which are found on a 
specific job. 
Employee Output. The average number of pieces produced per hour by 
an individual, averaged over the 30 days preceding JAPQ participation 
(
11 productivity 11 ). 
Employee Tenure. The number of months an individual has been on 
the job of II keyer. 11 
Employee Age. The chronological age of a person in years. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The practical beginning of an interest device began in 1919, when 
Strong and his associates first dealt with the phenomena of vocational 
aspirations and interests as important aspects of human behavior. It was 
suggested by Strong (1943) that an adequate measure of man1 s interests 
will be the best approach to a more complete understanding of him. 
Bordin (1943) added to Strong's suggestion by expressing that vocational 
interests pervade all phases of human life and form one of the 
mainsprings of an individual's actions. 
Carter (1940) viewed vocational interest as a developmental process 
with no specific age for determining any vocational pattern. The 
transition process through which adolescents move through in high school 
and perhaps in further training, into a work setting is not fully 
understood. Longhurst (Note 1) views vocational aspirations as a 
function of interest that prevails in every person. The insight derived 
from the more prominent interest inventories shed little light in the 
direction of specific vocational choice. A principal weakness is the 
lack of content validity of the interest measurement questions themselves 
(Anastasi, 1976). 
Vocational Interest Theory 
There are various vocational theories used as a base for the 
interest inventories in use today. Bordin (1943) saw vocational interest 
theory as having three separate perspectives. The first is a static view 
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which argues for a biological synthesis in vocational interests, 
remaining fixed once the individual reaches maturity. The second 
perspective is one of a dynamic view, which is seen as an integration of 
psychological influences that are subject to change with the person's 
homeostatic and adaptive processes. The third perspective is an 
empirical view which suggests sets of preferences that can be shown to 
differentiate successful persons in various occupations from persons in 
general. 
Ausubel 's (1954) vocational interest theory integrates the 
maturation of the individual into the process. A person must possess 
intrinsic feeling s of adequacy and worth before he/she can make a choice 
in vocation. The person acquires feelings of self-worth by exploration, 
mainly in adolescence, which is a critical period for vocational 
aspirations. During this phase of exploration the person seeks 
educational experience, makes independent decisions, and acts through 
different roles. This establishment of individual identity plays a major 
role in the vocational aspirations sought in the future for the 
i nd i vi d u al . 
Ginzberg (1971) and Super (1957) view vocational choice as a devel-
opmental process through several stages. Ginzberg conceptualized the de-
velopmental process as an early fantasy of self, followed by a more real-
istic identity-seeking, and leading to the final stage of stability and 
maturity. The stage at which the person experiences tentative choice 
comprises three exploratory stages: examination of the self with en-
vironmental factors; crystallization of the self with the environment; 
and specification of the self into the environment. Ginzberg, Ginsburg, 
Axelrad, and Herma (1951) have also classified work aspects into three 
types: those related to the work activity itself, involving intrinsic 
accomplishment of specific ends; those related to the returns of work, 
such as wages and prestige; and those related to the concomitants of 
work, such as those derived from working in particular work settings or 
with particular co-workers and supervisors. 
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Super (1957) associated developmental tasks with the exploratory 
stage to include testing through trial jobs until there is a foundation 
for vocational choice. Both Ginzberg and Super maintain that a person 
must advance through the stages of vocational development prior to a more 
realistic conceptualization of specific vocational choice. 
More recently, Holland (1973) theorized vocational development is 
based on the assumption that people were any one of six personality 
types, or some combination of these six: realistic; investigative; 
artistic; social; enterprising; and convention 01. These personality 
types are also seen in the environment. The extent in which the person 
and environment are similar can be observed in vocational choice, 
vocational stability, and achievement. 
The theory behind JAPQ development assumes vocational patterns 
existing in a behavioral context. This theory stresses that there is a 
limited number of worker-oriented behaviors which tend to characterize 
jobs (Mecham, Note 4). Interest in performing the behaviors found on 
specific jobs constitute the basis for person-job predictions from the 
JAPQ. Thus, if an individual does not desire to perform activities 
related to being a carpenter, the score obtained from the JAPQ will 
reflect such a discrepancy. 
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Issues in Experimental Design 
Dolliver (1969) mentions several experimental design problems which 
can be found in recent as well as past research with interest inventories. 
The major problems have been found in attrition of subjects and sample 
selection. These problems may .be a key reason for the varied results in 
interest inventory investigation. 
College students compromise most samples used in investigating 
interest inventories. Worthington and Dolliver (1977) state that a heavy 
use of counseling center clients may have a large impact on sampling 
issues. The students used in studies by Enright and Pinneau (1955), 
Holland (1962; 1963), McArthur (1954), McArthur and Stevens (1955), and 
Strong (1935; 1943), were not a representative sample of their own college 
populations (Dolliver, 1969), yet research findings were generalized to 
the larger population. 
Student populations have been found to have expressed ideas of 
vocational aspirations which equal or exceed inventoried interest measures 
(Bartling & Hood, 1981; Dyer, 1939; Enright & Pinneau, 1955; Holland & 
Lutz, 1968; Slaney & Russell, 1981). This was noted by Power, Holland, 
Daiger, & Takai (1979) and Slaney (1978) where persons may take interest 
inventories to confirm vocational choices rather than to expand them. 
Brousseau and Prince (1981) view interest inventories as an 
extension of the individual •s expressed vocational aspirations. This may 
exist where respondents have learned responses compatible with persons in 
particular job categories. The amount of learning in this area may be 
even greater for a college population, due to the amount of education 
received in their vocational direction. 
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Bartling & Hood (1981) and Slaney & Russell (1981) have expressed 
concern in the generalization of research findings with women. The 
recent transitions in womens' work roles may invalidate many studies, 
thus caution should be taken when attempting to generalize from these 
research findings where the population sampled may be in a state of 
change. Longhurst (Note 1) found the JAPQ to be an instrument that can 
be adapted to the changes in today's transition of work roles, and is 
accomplished through the continual updating of job analysis. This gender 
adaptation was indicated with Longhurst's finding that JAPQ results are 
useful for women and men. 
Research in Validation 
The majority of research with interest inventories has focused on 
their effectiveness in vocational placement predictions. A vast majority 
of this research has been accomplished utilizing the Strong or Strong-
Campbell inventories. A secondary emphasis has contrasted these 
instruments with an individual's expression of vocational interest (a 
stated vocational aspiration). 
Predictive validity studies of persons taking Strong Interest Tests 
or other Holland personality type inventories have resulted in good 
person-vocation matches with 29% to 38% accuracy. Poor person-vocation 
matches are approximately the same percentages (Bartling & Hood, 1981; 
Dolliver, 1969; Dolliver, et al., 1972; Worthington & Dolliver, 1977). 
Dolliver and Kunce (1973) and Worthington and Dolliver (1977) found the 
predictive validity of these measured inventories tend to decrease over 
time. This is observed where the good person-vocation match percentage 
tends to decrease, while the poor person-vocational match percentage 
tends to increase. 
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Concurrent validity studies with interest inventories have found 
good person-vocation matches with 36% to 58% accuracy. Poor person-
vocation matches are being reported in the range of 34% to 46% (Dolliver, 
et al., 1972; Worthington & Dolliver, 1977). 
Worthington and Dolliver (1977) state that the majority (if not all) 
of the studies reported have a major problem in the placement of a job 
into a job category. This problem will always exist when numerous occupa-
tions are being placed into relatively few job categories. Longhurst 
(Note 1) viewed the JAPQ use of DOT job classifications as a resolution to 
this problem in comparison with other interest inventories. 
Another area with implications of inventory validity is their use in 
predicting academic success. Slaney and Russell (1981) found that both 
interest inventory measures and expressed interest were predictive of a 
persons' college major. Peterson (Note 7) investigated the JAPQ and the 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB) with the prediction of college 
grades. The findings were that both of these instruments were predictive 
of grades, with the JAPQ having higher correlations for both women (JAPQ, 
r = .60; SVIB, r = .28) and men (JAPQ, r = .75; SVIB, r = .19). Campbell 
and Johnson (1966) also used the SVIB to predict scholastic achievement, 
resulting in a correlation of .36. 
Use as a Personnel Instrument 
Interest inventories have a shallow background in their use as 
employee or personnel instruments. The areas of job satisfaction and job 
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performance have received some attention in the literature, with implica-
tions of interest inventory use. 
Dolliver, et al. (1972) found the SVIB to have a poor relationship 
with job satisfaction. The major finding in this study was the lack of 
relationship with being satisfied with one's job and having a high score 
on the SVIB scale for that job. This result may have been due to the 
design for grouping of satisfaction responses. The researchers found 
very few persons reported themselves as being less than satisfied, which 
altered the researchers' item grouping for their statistical testing. 
Worthington and Dolliver (1977) found the Strong-Campbell Interest 
Inventory (SCI!) was related to job satisfaction and satisfaction with the 
type of work being performed. This supported Strong's (1955) hypothesis 
that the higher a person's occupational scale score the more likely the 
person will see oneself as being satisfield with their job. A possible 
concern in this study was with the use of self-reported information used 
as satisfaction indices. The researchers expressed that this type of in-
formation may not be a true measure of work and job satisfaction. 
Pritchard and Peters (1974) report that when JAPQ interests matched 
the job duties, as determined by PAQ job analysis, job satisfaction 
tended to increase. This study used the Minnesota Satisfaction 
Questionnaire in determining job satisfaction in general. At the time of 
this investigation the JAPQ dimensions had yet to go through the factor 
analysis process in determining the "best fit" for JAPQ elements into 
dimensions. For this reason, the 32 PAQ dimensions were used for 
statistical analysis and may have yielded different results if the 16 
JAPQ dimensions would have been utilized. 
Police performance was investigated by Johnson and Hogan (1981). 
This study found that Holland's (1973) Artistic and Conventional scales 
were correlated with effective police performance (performance was 
measured by letters of appreciation and letters of compliance). 
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Another study of police performance was reported by Ronan, Talbert, 
and Mullet (1977). This study found that the PAQ was useful in obtaining 
performance information relevant to work. This information was helpful 
in the construction of selection instrumentation utilizing PAQ job 
performance behaviors. The results of this study showed that effective 
instrumentation may be developed through the use of PAQ job analysis 
information. 
Roberts (Note 6) investigated job performance with data-entry 
operators by utilizing the PAQ job analysis. The PAQ analysis profile 
served as a data base for JAPQ interest comparison, with high and low 
performers on this job. The results showed no difference in JAPQ-02 
score for the two groups. An analysis of the JAPQ interest profile for 
all job performers showed that the employees investigated were similar in 
their interest in performing work behaviors relevant to data-entry job 
performance. An interesting aspect in performance with this job was 
found in inverse correlations with employee age and tenure with job 
performance. No conclusions were made for this finding. 
In a study of bank teller turnover, Mecham and Hoskisson (Note 5) 
found that JAPQ interest profiles were different for bank tellers than 
for persons in general. This study also found that JAPQ profiles were 
different for tellers who left the job prior to eighteen months (18 
months was determined by the business as the amount of tenure necessary 
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for consideration as an asset to the business) and for tellers who 
remained on the job in excess of eighteen months, and were still 
employed. An outcome of this study might result in the business's 
selection of potentially longer tenured employees through JAPQ applicant 
screening. 
Interest inventory use still occurs routinely in the office of the 
guidance counselor. Interest inventory use in business and industry has 
yet to be tested to the extent necessary for use as a personnel selection 
instrument. The studies of JAPQ use in this area are revealing and 
promising. 
The format of PAQ job analysis comparison with JAPQ interests in 
performing these critical job behaviors, may be an answer for many 
organizations who are skeptical over employee selection instrumentation 
and adherence to the EEOC's uniform guidelines. 
Perhaps, the future will bring with it more investigation in this 
area of interest inventory use as a selection instrument. At this time 
there is little information on the use of interest inventories, which 
could be a logical extension from the office of the guidance counselor to 
the placement office in many businesses. Research is needed for this 
extension to take place. 
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METHOD 
Subjects 
The subjects used for this investigation consisted of individuals 
performing the job of Data Entry Operator - Financial Keyer (Keyer) for a 
large financial corporation in the southeastern United States. This job 
was selected due to the corporation's concern for the high turnover rate 
in this position (50% turnover within a 12-month period is not unusual) 
and a wide variance in employee output. The employees on this job consist 
of a wide variety of ethnic backgrounds, primarily caucasian, black, and 
hispanic. All individuals receive a 90 day probation and training period 
prior to being retained as a "full-tim e non-exempt" employee. The 
workforce consisted of 104 female and one male ful 1 time employees. 
The average number of completed pieces produced by the entire 
workforce was 864 per hour. The employee output data was based on the 
company's employee production record. This production record is a fair 
measure of an individual's output: there is a constant and consistent 
amount of material available for processing; the machines used are 
similar; if machine problems do arise other machines are available; on the 
average, the material for processing is consistently similar in content 
and in the amount of time it takes for processing. The company keeps 
accurate daily records for each employee on this job throughout their 
entire tenure. Each employee's output rate(# of pieces per hour) was 
based on their daily average for the previous 30 days prior to this 
investigation. 
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To gain as much employee output variance as possible, the employees 
were categorized, for hypothesis testing, into four groups (due to 
training factors no employees on their three-month probation and training 
period were used in this investigation). These groups were identifed as: 
"High Output". N = 33, Xcompleted pieces of goods per hour= 
993.06; Sci= 99.74, with a range of 856-1200. The median tenure for this 
group was 24 months, with an average age of 26.12 years. 
"Low Output". N = 27, X completed pieces of goods per hour = 
706.81; Sd = 57.46, with a range of 579-804. The median tenure for this 
group was 19 months, with an average age of 29.81 years. 
The second two groups were categorized on a tenure basis of sixteen 
months or less and seventeen months or more, on this job . These tenure 
figures have been established as the point in which most employees shift 
from a corporate liability to a corporate asset. This separation point 
is pliant to productivity variables. The corporations most recent human 
engineering reports have found this "tenure point" to be the most 
accurate with all variables accounted for in this job. 
"Long Tenured". N = 40, Medi an tenure = 27 .50 months of continuous 
employment; range= 18-156 months (two individuals had extensive tenure; 
144 and 156 months), with a X output of 907.73 completed pieces per hour; 
Sci= 156.62. Their average age was 28.58 years. 
"Short Tenured". N = 20. Median tenure= 9.25 months of continuous 
employment; range= 4-16 months, with a X output of 772.30 completed 
pieces per hour; Sci= 141.09. Their average age was 26.2 years. 
The PAQ job analysts cons i sted of one female and six males seen as 
highly knowledgeable in the specific functions of the keyers ' work. These 
analysts were: Three immediate supervisors, who also fill in as a keyer 
when the department is pressed for output; three shift supervisors who 
oversee operations and serve as mediators between production and staff; 
and, the keyer's staff manager. All analysts had the individual 
character istics of college education and behavioral job knowledge which 
Smith and Hakel (1979) found to be traits in reliable PAQ job analysts. 
Measures 
The Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ) 
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The PAQ was used as an objective job analysis instrument. This 
instrument is a standardized questionnaire used to rate a job in terms of 
the worker-oriented requirements made on an individual to perform the job. 
This PAQ job analysis was used as a data base against which JAPQ 
interest scores was compared. In other words, employees I interests as 
measured by the JAPQ was compared to the job requirements as measured by 
the PAQ. 
The PAQ consists of 187 items organized in the categories of 
Information Input (e.g., use of written material); Mental Processes (e.g., 
decision making, reasoning, planning/scheduling); Work Output (use of pre-
cision tools/equipment); Relationships with Other Persons (e.g., communi-
cations); Job Context (e.g., physical working conditions); and Other Job 
Characteristics (e.g., expectancies and infrequent events). All items to 
be answered indicate: degree of use, frequency of occurrence, importance 
of element, etc., for the 187 elements on a 5-point Likert scale, with the 
option of answering "does not apply" (see Appendix A). There are forty-
five job dimensions McCormick, Mecham, and Jeanneret (1977) derived from 
the items which complete the PAQ. 
PAQ validity is based on the concept of "job-component 11 validation. 
This process consists of: 
(1) some method of identifying the constituent components of 
jobs; (2) a method for determining the human attributes required 
for successful job performance when a given job component is 
common to several jobs; and (3) some method of combining the 
estimates of human attributes required for individual job 
components into an overall estimate of the human attribute 
requirements for an entire job (McCormick, et al., 1977, p. (11). 
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The PAQ has been shown to meet the requirements of job-component validity 
in its rationale and extensive development (Prien, 1977). Further 
evidence of this validity is seen in studies comparing the PAQ with the 
General Aptitude Test Battery and several commercial aptitude tests 
(McCormick, et al., 1977). This concept of job-component validity is one 
approach to test validity that appears to be highly compatible with the 
EEOC's Uniform Guidelines (McCormick, DeNisi, & Shaw, 1979). 
Individual element reliabiility coefficients ranged from .00 to 1.00, 
with an average of .80 (McCormick, et al., l969a). Taylor & Colbert 
(1978) tested PAQ inter-rater reliability resulting in reliability 
coefficients of .68 with one group of paired job analysts and .78 with 
another group of single job analysts. 
The Job Activity Preference 
Quest1onna1re (JAPQ) 
The JAPQ was used to compare employee interest in performing job 
behaviors, with those behaviors identified by the PAQ analysis as being a 
factor in job performance. 
The JAPQ is an inventory which measures job interests utilizing an 
approach similar to the job analysis approach used with the PAQ. One 
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hundred fifty of the one hundred eighty seven PAQ items were revised into 
a 6-point Likert scale, with respondents answering by rating how 
important/to what degree they would like each of the 150 job elements to 
be in their work. Of the 150 elements, 149 were taken directly from or 
slightly revised from the PAQ. The PAQ items which were not ammendable 
to such a revision or had very low reliability were eliminated from the 
JAPQ. The one element not taken from the PAQ and included on the JAPQ is 
element #133, which reflects degree of competitiveness. Since no 
appropriate measure of competitiveness is available it is not included in 
the JAPQ analysis. 
The respondents answers are not weighted by a comparison with a 
criterion group. JAPQ responses are directly compared with the degree of 
presence for each element in their specific job, as measured by the PAQ 
job analysis. 
Through factor analysis of the 149 items common to the JAPQ and the 
PAQ, 16 job dimensions (factors) have been derived by analyzing job data 
representative of the U.S. population, as reported in the 1970 census 
(see Appendix B for a description of this process and item-dimension 
relationships). These dimensions may be used to describe and interpret 
the various aspects of a job -- what dimensions are important, the 
behaviors of these dimensions, etc. (Mecham, 1981). 
The JAPQ-02 score is an overall match for an individual with a 
specific job. This can be seen as a generalization of the 16 profile di-
mensions. The o2 score is obtained by (1) converting the PAQ job analy-
sis into a JAPQ profile (see Appendix H PAQ-JAPQ Item Conversion), (2) 
the difference between the individual's responses and the job profile is 
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squared and then multiplied by the explained variance weighting for that 
dimension (see Appendix B for an example of the elements, how elements 
fit into the dimensions, and the specific statistical weightings for each 
dimension), (3) these 16 scores are then summed. This summed score is 
the JAPQ-02. This score may vary from 0.00, for a perfect interest-job 
match and increasing upward as the person-job match becomes poorer. 
The validation of the JAPQ follows the job-component basis of the 
PAQ. JAPQ validity is based on the item content originated in the PAQ, 
then using the level of each element found in that specific occupation 
for interest comparison (McCormick, et al., 1972). Evidence of JAPQ 
validity has been shown by Peterson (Note 7) in predicting student grade 
point average (r = .75 for males; r = .60 for females) and by Pritchard 
and Peters (1974) in predicting aspects of job satisfaction for Naval 
personnel (r = .33). 
The reliability of the JAPQ was tested by Harris (Note 2) in his 
development of the Interest Analysis Questionnaire (now the JAPQ). The 
results of this development found test-retest coefficients of .40 to .84 
with an average of .68. 
Research Design 
PAQ Job Analysis 
The PAQ job analysts were briefed on the philosophy of the PAQ and 
how it would be applied in this research. The analysts then reviewed the 
PAQ (see Appendix A). Questions pertaining to the investigation 
and the job analysis were answered at this time. The analysts observed 
the keyer job for one month, keeping the behavioral elements of the PAQ 
in mind. After this observation period each analyst completed a PAQ, 
independently of each other. The analysts and the research 
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investigator met and reviewed their completed questionnaires for misin-
terpretations of the PAQ or differences in perception of the job itself. 
This final meeting proved beneficial, for there were differences in 
analyst opinion on both interpretation of the PAQ and job variables per-
taining to behavioral aspects of the job itself (as analyzed by the PAQ). 
Individual item changes on their PAQ was encouraged, but not mandatory, 
if the analyst found a PAQ response to be an inaccurate measure of the 
Keyer job. The completed PAQs were accumulated and served as the data 
base for JAPQ comparison. 
Keyer JAPQ Analysis 
With the assistance of the organizations personnel staff, the 
employee information necessary for this study was obtained (employee 
output, tenure, age). The employees were then separated into one or more 
of the four research groups (some employees fit into two groups). Due to 
the restrictions placed on each research group, sample size for each 
group varied. 
The organization's management staff notifed the Keyer supervisory 
staff of: The Keyer personnel selected for JAPQ participation; the dates 
and times for each employee to participate; and the place of the JAPQ 
participation (an alternate schedule was also attained for employees 
unavailable for the initial schedule). 
The selected employees were notified, by their supervisor, that they 
were to assist the company with some research during the final one and 
one-half hours of their work shift. 
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During the final one and one-half hours of the selected employees 
work shift, the selected employees met in one of the organization's 
educational classrooms. The test administrator (research investigator) 
notified the employees: 
The company is involved in researching employee interest in 
performing specific types of behavior. Your job has been selected 
to participate in this investigation. If you prefer not to 
participate in this investigation, relax for the next hour until we 
are finished. No staff personnel will know who did or did not take 
a part in this investigation. I would prefer that each of you do 
participate. We will be here for approximately one hour, if you 
would like a beverage please get one now and we will begin in five 
minutes. 
When the employees had returned, they were asked to write their name on 
the top of the JAPQ optical character reader (OCR) answer sheet and we 
would begin by going over each question one at a time (each employee also 
had a copy of the JAPQ). The employees were also asked to notify the 
test administrator of any unclear questions. The JAPQ procedures and 
each test question was read to the group by the test administrator (see 
Appendix C). There were no intervening interruptions during this time. 
After all JAPQ items were completed, the JAPQs and their complemen-
tary OCR answer sheets were accumulated and grouped according to research 
group/s. After the grouping of OCR sheets, all employee identification 
was removed from the OCR sheet with the exception of markings for 
research grouping. 
This procedure for JAPQ administration was repeated for two other 
shifts of employees. All employees selected were present the day of 
their scheduled participation and all employees chose to participate in 
this investigation (no alternate testing was necessary). All employees 
were thanked for their participation and were notified that the results 
would be available upon research completion. 
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RESULTS 
PAQ Job Analysis 
The JAPQ data base was completed by averaging the seven analyst's 
PAQs for the job of 11Keyer11 • The inter-rat er reliability of the analysts 
PAQs resulted in a range of coefficients from .84 to 1.00, with an 
average coefficient of .91. The estimated reliability of averaged 
ratings equaled .98. 
Individual item deviation on the PAQ analysis was minimal. Standard 
deviations on each PAQ item ranged from 0.00 to 1.4, with all deviations 
exceeding 0.5 being directional in analyst response pattern (see Appendix 
I for PAQ Analyst Results). 
Each averaged PAQ item was correspondingly converted to a JAPQ OCR 
score sheet (see Appendix H for PAQ-JAPQ item conversion) and analyzed 
into a JAPQ 16 dimension behavioral job description by the process shown 
in Appendix B (for JAPQ interest comparison). This analysis conversion 
r esu lts in 11z-scores 11 for each dimension. 
Specific z-scores are to be interpreted as: -3.00 = a dimension 
which is absent in these behavioral requirements for job productivity; 
0.00 = a dimension which requires a moderate amount of its specific 
behaviors for overall job performance; 3.00 = a dimension with specific 
behaviors seen as highly significant for job performance. These z-scores 
have a standard deviation of 1.00 and scores falling between the two 
extremes (-3.00 to 3.00) are to be seen along the continuum as indicated 
above. The complete job analysis is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure · 1. P~Q job analysis "keyer". 
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The PAQ job analysis shows dimension 14 and dimension 5 as being job 
behaviors which are the most significant to overall job performance. 
Dimension 14 pertains to the performance of paced/repetitive activities. 
Dimension 5 is concerned with behaviors required in the operation of 
keyboard and office equipment, characterized by activities and situations 
often found in an office environment involving clerical equipment and 
activities. 
Dimension 3 (using machines, tools and instruments) and dimension 9 
(performing supervisory duties and is also associated with job experience) 
are behaviors seen as moderately necessary for job performance. Dirnens ion 
6 (monitoring/controlling equipment/processes), dimension 11 (processing 
written information), dimension 2 (performing activities associated with 
t he operation of vehicles), dimension 12 (working with buyers, customers, 
and salespersons), dimension 16 (catering, serving, smelling, and 
tasting), and dimension 7 (working under uncomfortable conditions) also 
have specific behaviors seen as somewhat necessary for job performance. 
Dimens ions 15, 13, 8, 10, 1, and 4 are seen as dimension indicators of 
behaviors required only minimally, if at all, for job performance 
(z-scores may be elevated due to individual behavioral items within a 
specific dimension being modestly necessary for job perfonnance). 
A descriptive view of the PAQ results (see Appendix I) shows the 
11keyer 11 position as follows: Touch is an important non-visual source of 
job information (item 17). Visual sources of job information are seen 
with quantitative materials, visual displays , and materials not in process 
(items 2, 5, & 9), with considerab le detai l in near visual differentiation 
(item 20) while observing mechanical devices in use ( item 7). The 
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activities of the body requires highly skilled body coordination (item 
85). Manual activities require extensive physical handling and 
feeding/offbearing of light work materials (items 83, 84, & 87). The job 
is almost continually performed sitting in an awkward or confining work 
space (items 88 & 142). Repetitive activities performed at a specified 
and steady work pace with precision, while following set procedures, are 
basic job demands (items 169, 170, 172, 174). Control devices used on 
the job require hand/foot controls with a high aptitude in the operation 
of keyboard devices (items 62, 65, & 68). Finger manipulation, hand-arm 
manipulation, hand-arm steadiness, eye-foot coordination, and limb 
movement without visual control are important employee characteristics 
(items 93, 94, 95, 96, & 97). Hand-held devices used on the job are 
sta t ionary machines or equipment (item 61). Personal contact with 
clerical personnel and supervisory staff are the primary means of human 
interaction (items 115 & 118). And, the position of 11keyer 11 is seen as 
critical t o the organization (item 187). 
JAPQ 11Keyer11 Analysis 
High output and low output keyers were compared by their overall 
JAPQ score (JAPQ-02). The results of this comparison are shown in Table 
1. Table 1 results indicate no significant difference in the overall 
JAPQ score for high and low output keyer, which is confirmed by no 
relationship being seen when correlating JAPQ-02 with keyer output: 
r = -.010; p > .05. 
Long and short tenured keyers were compared by their overall JAPQ 
score (JAPQ-02). The results of this comparison are shown in Table 2. 
Tab le 1 
JAPQ-02 Comparison: High vs. Low Output Keyers 
High Producing Keyers 
Low Producing Keyers 
N 
33 
27 
JAPQ-02 
6.53 
6.60 
3.40 
3. 77 
0.59 
0.73 
t-test results: t = 0.08; df = 58; two-tailed probability= 0.94 
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The analysis shown in Table 2 indicates no significant difference in the 
overall JAPQ score for long and short tenured keyers, which is confirmed 
by no relationship being seen when correlating JAPQ-02 with keyer tenure: 
r = -.199; p > .05. 
Table 2 
JAPQ-02 Comparison: Long vs. Short Tenured Keyers 
N JAPQ-02 s Se d 
Long Tenured Keyers 40 6.26 3.56 0.56 
Short Tenured Keyers 20 7.16 3.51 0.78 
t-test results: t = 0.93; df = 58; two-tailed probability = 0.35 
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The high and low output keyers had simil~r behavioral preferences. 
This similarity is seen in Table 3, which shows the relationship of JAPQ 
dimension preferences the employees' reported as behaviors they preferred 
to perform. 
Table 3 
Spearman Rank-Order Correlation: JAPQ Dimension 
Preference for High vs. Low Output Keye rs 
High Output Keyer Low Output Keyer 
N = 33 N = 27 
JAPQ Dimension z-score preference rank z-score preference rank 
1 1.17 5 1.12 6 
2 0.24 10 0.36 9 
3 1.02 6 1.11 7 
4 -0.10 14 -0.15 13 
5 0.92 7 1.14 5 
6 0.01 13 0.21 11 
7 -0.55 15 -0.26 14 
8 1.80 1 1.46 4 
9 0.58 8 0.38 8 
10 0.12 13 -0.11 12 
11 -1. 33 16 -1. 75 16 
12 1.24 4 1. 51 3 
13 -0.74 15 -0.95 15 
14 0.31 9 0.34 10 
15 1.80 1 2.26 1 
16 1. 74 3 1.56 2 
rho ( p) = .962; df = 15; p < .001 
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High and low output keyers indicated a high degree of preference for 
job related behaviors seen in JAPQ dimensions: 15 (work involving 
powere8 water or air vehicles); 8 (characterized by a mix of items having 
entertainment, public content, or artistic connotations); 1 (making 
decisions, communicating, and having responsibility); 16 (catering, 
serving, smelling, and tasting); 12 (working with buyers, customers, and 
salespersons); and 5 (operating keyboard and office equipment). There 
was a moderate degree of preference for job related behaviors seen in 
JAPQ dimensions: 3 (behaviors associated with the use of machines, 
tools, or instruments); 6 (monitoring/controlling equipment/processes); 
14 (performing paced/repetitive activities); 2 (behaviors or situations 
associated with the operation of vehicles); and 9 (responsibility, 
supervision, and job related experience). A low degree of preference was 
indicated for job related behaviors seen in JAPQ dimensions: 4 
(activities involving body movement); 7 (working under uncomfortable 
condi t ions); and 10 (characterized by various estimation activities 
including quantity, speed, size, or time). And, a very low degree of 
preference was indicated for job related behaviors seen in JAPQ 
dimensions: 11 (processing written information) and 13 (working under 
hazardous conditions). The JAPQ dimension profiles displayed in Figures 
2 and 3 allow for a visual comparison of the similarities between high 
and low output keyers. 
The long and short tenured keyers responded to similar JAPQ 
behavioral preferences. This similarity is seen in the relationship of 
JAPQ dimension preferences employees reported as behaviors they preferred 
to perform, as shown in Table 4. 
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Figure 2. JAPQ dimension profile: "high output keyers". 
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Figure 3. JAPQ dimension profile: "low output keyers". 
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Table 4 
Spearman Rank-Order Correlation: JAPQ Dimension 
Preference for Short vs. Long Tenured Keyers 
Long Tenured Keyers Short Tenured Keye rs 
N = 40 N = 20 
JAPQ Dimension z-score preference rank z-score preference rank 
1 1.09 5 1.27 5 
2 0.28 9 0.33 11 
3 1.01 6 1.16 7 
4 -0.11 13 -0.16 13 
5 0.95 7 1.16 6 
6 -0.02 12 0.35 10 
7 -0.44 14 -0.39 14 
8 1.61 2 1. 71 3 
9 0.35 8 0. 77 8 
10 0.02 11 0.01 12 
11 -1. 51 16 -1.54 16 
12 1.34 4 1.40 4 
13 -0.95 15 -0.59 15 
14 0.23 10 0.50 9 
15 2.02 1 1.98 1 
16 1.49 3 1.98 2 
rho ( p) = .979; df = 15; p < .001 
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Long and short tenured keyers indicated a high degree of preference 
for the job related behaviors seen in JAPQ dimensions: 15 (work involv-
ing powered water or air vehicles); 16 (catering, serving, smelling, and 
tasting); 8 (characterized by a mix of items having entertainment, public 
content, or artistic connotations); 12 (working with buyers, customers, 
and salespersons); 1 (making decisions, communicating, and having 
responsibility); 3 (behaviors associated with the use of machines, tools, 
or instruments); and 5 (operating keyboard and office equipment). There 
was a moderate degree of perference indicated for job related behaviors 
seen in JAPQ dimensions 9 (responsibility, supervision, and job related 
experience) and 14 (performing paced/repetitive activities). A low to 
moderate degree of preference was indicated for job related behaviors 
seen in JAPQ dimensions: 2 (behaviors or situations associated with the 
operation of vehicles); 6 (monitoring/controlling equipment/processes); 
10 (characterized by various estimation activities including quantity, 
speed, conditions, size, or time); and 4 (activities involving body 
movement). And, a low degree of preference was indicated for job related 
behaviors seen in JAPQ dimensions: 7 (working under uncomfortable 
conditions); 13 (working under hazardous conditions); and 11 (processing 
written information). 
The JAPQ dimension profiles displayed in Figures 4 and 5 allow for a 
visual comparison of the similarities between the long and short tenured 
keyers. 
The relationship between keyer output and keyer tenure was examined. 
The results of a Pearson-Product Moment Correlation indicated no relation-
ship with the variables of output and tenure: r = .088; N = 60; df = 58; 
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Figure 4. JAPQ dimension profile: "long tenured keyers". 
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Figure ' 5. JAPQ dimension profile: "short tenured keyers". 
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p > .05. A closer look at the raw data revealed two employees with exten-
sive tenure, which is highly unusual on the keyer job (refer to Appendix 
F). Due to this extensive tenure factor, the two employees were elimin-
ated from the data and a second correlation was repeated with the vari-
ables of output and tenure. The second correlation resulted in a signifi-
cant relationship between output and tenure: r = .426; N = 58; df = 56; 
p < .01. 
As a means of identifying the JAPQ dimensions which best predict 
keyer tenure and keyer output, a step-wise multiple regression was 
performed with the sixty completed JAPQS for both tenure and for output. 
The multiple regression for keyer tenure indicates significant pre-
dictive results. The dimensions used for the results found to be signifi-
cant in the prediction of keyer tenure and the results of the multiple re-
gression are shown in Table 5. The regression results indicate the best 
fit for predicting keyer tenure from the JAPQ is seen by incorporating: 
(1) a low preference level on dimension 7 (z = -0.42, see Appendix J for 
Z-scores and standard deviations), working under uncomfortable conditions; 
(2) a low to moderate preference level on dimension 4 (z = -0.13), activi-
ties involving body movement, primarily physical activities; (3) a mod-
erate preference level on dimension 2 (z = 0.30), behaviors associated 
with the operation of vehicles; (4) a high preference level on dimension 
12 (z = 1.36), working with buyers, customers, or salespersons; (5) A high 
preference level on dimension 8 (z = 2.15), behaviors having entertain-
ment, public content, or artistic connotations; (6) a moderate preference 
level on dimension 14 (z = 0.32), performi ng paced/repetiti ve acti vi t ies; 
and, (7) a moderate to high preference level on dimension 3 (z = 1.0 6), 
behaviors associated with the use of machines , tools, or instruments . 
Tab le 5 
Multiple Regression Results: Prediction of Keyer Tenure 
from JAPQ Dimensions 
JAPQ Dimension* 
7 
4 
2 
12 
8 
14 
3 
B 
7.288 
-8.003 
9.673 
6.077 
-4.494 
-4.990 
-5.403 
(Constant 31.3027 
Multiple R = 0.533 
BETA 
0.372 
-0. 218 
0.227 
0.226 
-0.174 
-0.150 
-0 .174 
OF 
Standard Error 
SS 
2.579 
5.022 
5.314 
3.624 
3.244 
4.079 
4.674 
MS 
F 
7.984 
2.539 
3.314 
2.812 
1.919 
1.497 
1.336 
Adjusted R 0.433 Regression = 7. 11111.46; 1587.35 
' 
Adjusted R2 = 0.187 Residual = 52; 28046.19; 539.35 
St and ard Error= 23.224 F 2.943 
p < .001 p < .01 
*Dimension descriptions are found in Appendix A. 
The results of the multiple regression for the prediction of keyer 
output also indicated significant predictability. The dimensions used 
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for the results found to be significant in the prediction of keyer output 
and the results of the multiple regression are shown in Table 6. The 
regression results indicate the best fit for predicting keyer output from 
the JAPQ is seen by incorporating: (1) A moderate to high preference 
Table 6 
Multiple Regression Results: Prediction of Keyer Output 
from JAPQ Dimensions 
JAPQ Dimension* B BETA Standard Error F 
5 -48.465 -0.207 30.915 2.458 
8 24.739 0.148 21. 702 1.299 
10 35. 394 0.189 23.700 2.230 
1 52.601 0.208 34.937 2.267 
11 42. 981 0.199 30.358 2.005 
2 -46.831 -0.170 36.346 1.660 
(Constant 890.469 
Multi p 1 e R = 0.450 OF SS MS 
Adjusted R = 0.335 Regression = 6; 331842 .170; 55307.028 
Adjusted R2 = 0.113 Residual = 53; 1304737.480; 24617. 688 
St and a rd Error= 156.90 F = 2.247 
p < .01 p < .05 
*Dimension descriptions are found in Appendix A. 
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level on dimension 5 (z = 1.02), operating keyboard and office equipment. 
(2) A high preference level on dimension 8 (z = 1.65), behaviors having 
entertainment, public content, or artistic connotations. (3) A moderate 
preference level on dimension 10 (z = 0.02), behaviors characterized by 
various estimation activities including quantity, speed, conditions, 
size, or time. (4) A high preference level on dimension 1 (z = 1.15), 
making decisions, communicating, and having responsibility. (5) A low 
preference level on dimension 11 (z = -1.52), processing written 
information. And, (6) a moderate preference level on dimension 2 
(z = 0.30), behaviors associated with the operation of vehicles. 
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DISCUSSION 
PAQ Job Analysis 
When viewing the overall job analysis, as shown in Figure l, it may 
appear that certain dimensions are not reflective of the behavioral 
requirements for the keyers' job. This is likely to be reached when one 
makes a judgment based on the general dimension descriptors, and fails to 
take into account the basic behaviors required in the performance of such 
descriptors. Dimensions 12 and 16 are two dimensions, in this study, 
where this type of a gross misinterpretation may occur. Dimension 12 is 
briefly described as "working with buyers, customers, and salespersons," 
which are not a function of the keyer job. But, the communicative 
behaviors necessary in working with people are a function of this job 
(e.g., communicating with supervisors and other clerical personnel and 
following set procedures). Dimension 16 is briefly described as 
"catering, serving, smelling, and tasting." Again, these general 
behaviors are not a function in keyer job performance, but the physical 
behaviors of finger manipulation, hand-arm steadiness, hand-arm 
manipulation, highly skilled body coordination, physically handling of 
work being performed, and limb movement without visual control are 
behaviors necessary for an individual to perform the job of the keyer. 
The keyer job, as described by the PAQ results (refer to Chapter 4) 
appears to be an accurate behavioral measurement of this job, which was 
briefly described by the organization as: Keying financial information 
(numerics) on a "ten-key" from handwritten documents into a CRT 
terminal. Such an analysis will tend to allow for valid PAQ-JAPQ 
comparisons. 
JAPQ Results 
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The objectives of this study were focused on the differences between 
or similarit ies with (1) long vs. short tenured keyers and (2) high vs. 
low output keyers, in respect to (A) their JAPQ-02 score and (B) how the 
JAPQ dimensions were preferred by keyers as behaviors they were interest-
ed in as a function of their work. The relationship between tenure and 
output was also looked into, as well as the application of the JAPQ in 
predicting keyer output and keyer tenure. 
High and low output keyers are seen as being similar in their over-
all preferences for performing specific work behaviors. This similarity 
is indicated in the simi lari ty of their JAPQ-02 scores and is further 
confirmed by the finding of no relationship between keyer output and 
JAPQ-02 score. Such a finding would tend to indicate reliability in the 
hiring practices of this organization's personnel office, as seen in the 
hiring of individuals with similar preferences for performing specific 
work behaviors and assuming that there is parity in their aptitude to 
perform such work. 
When viewing the differences between the critical job dimensions, as 
indicated by the PAQ analysis, and the 11output 11 keyers JAPQ interests in 
performing such work related behaviors (see Table 5), dimension 14 stands 
out. This indicates that performing paced/repetitive activities is a 
very important behavior in functioning as a keyer. The keyers preference 
for performing this type of activity is seen as "moderate", implying 
that the keyers will perform paced/repetitive activities, but would 
prefer another activity over this one. 
The dimension profiles for high and low output keyers (refer to 
Table 3) reveal similar work behavior preferences, as indicated by a 
Tab le 7 
110utput 11 Keyers vs. PAQ Job Analysis: Z-Score Comparison 
JAPQ Dimension 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
PAQ Analysis 
-0 .80 
0.00 
0.20 
-0 .90 
1.40 
0.10 
-0 .20 
-0 .50 
0.20 
-0 .60 
0.10 
0.00 
-0. 50 
2.20 
-0 .40 
0.00 
High Output Keyers 
1.17 
0.24 
1.02 
-0.10 
-0.92 
0.01 
-0.55 
1.80 
0.58 
0.12 
-1. 33 
1.24 
-0.74 
0.31 
1.80 
1. 74 
Low Output Keyers 
1.12 
0.36 
1.11 
-0 .15 
1.14 
0.21 
-0.26 
1.46 
0.38 
-0 .11 
-1. 75 
1. 51 
-0. 95 
0.34 
2.26 
1.56 
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concordant ranking of JAPQ behavior dimensions with these two groups of 
keyers. This finding indicates that JAPQ-02 scores are similar and any 
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differences in 11output 11 keyers I preference for work behaviors are yet to 
be found at the JAPQ dimension level. 
Long and short tenured keyers* are also seen as being similar in 
their overall preferences for performing specific work behaviors, as 
indicated by similar JAPQ-02 scores and was further confinned by the 
finding of no relationship between JAPQ-02 score and keyer tenure. This 
finding tends to further establish the reliability of the organization•s 
hiring of individuals with similar preferences for performing specific 
work behaviors, again assuming the parity in aptitude to perform such 
behaviors necessary for job performance. 
The results on critical 11keyer 11 work dimension 14 (see Table 6) and 
the 11tenured 11 keyers I preference for performing such behaviors are 
s imi 1 ar to those found with 11output II keyers. It appears that al 1 keyers 
will perform paced/repetitive activities, but would prefer other work 
activities over this one. 
The dimension profiles for long and short tenured keyers also 
demonstrate similarity in their preference ranking (refer to Table 4). 
Again indicating that JAPQ-02 scores are similar and any differences in 
11tenured 11 keyers I preference for work behaviors wi 11 not be found at the 
*There is a possibility of an extraneous variable being present 
within the short tenured keyer group, which is not possible to account 
for in this study. This is a maturation variable (Campbell & Stanley, 
1963) which will occur when short tenured keyers exceed sixteen months on 
the job as a keyer, which would alter their tenure grouping. For this 
study, a keyer with less than seventeen months of continuous tenure is 
viewed as a 11short-tenured 11 keyer. 
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Tab le 8 
"Tenure" Keye rs vs. PAQ Job Analysis: Z-Score Comparison 
JAPQ Dimension PAQ Analysis Long Tenure Keye rs Short Tenure Keye rs 
1 -0.80 1.09 1.27 
2 0.00 0.28 0.33 
3 0. 20 1.01 1.16 
4 -0. 90 -0 .11 -0 .16 
5 1.40 0.95 1.16 
6 0.10 -0.02 0.35 
7 -0 .20 -0.44 -0.39 
8 -0 .50 1.61 1. 71 
9 0.20 0.35 0.77 
10 -0 .60 0.02 0.01 
11 0.10 -1. 51 -1.54 
12 0.00 1.34 1.40 
13 -0.50 -0.95 -0.59 
14 2.20 0.23 0.50 
15 -0.40 2.02 1.98 
16 0.00 1.49 1.98 
JAPQ dimension level. The differences between the long and short tenured 
keyers on the dimensions were minimal. 
The dissonance between keyer work dimensions and the keyer's 
preference for performing the behaviors on these dimensions remains a 
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possible aspect in considering indicators pertaining to the high rate of 
turnover on this job. 
A general overview of the comparison with the PAQ dimensions analy-
sis and the keyers' preference for performing the behaviors indicated in 
each dimensions shows (refer to Appendix Kand Tables 5 and 6): 
Dimension 1. Decision making, analyzing, communicating, and 
responsibility are of minimal importance for the keyer's 
work. In contrast, all keyers indicate a moderate to strong 
preference for performing these behaviors. 
Dimension 2. The keyer analysis and the keyers indicate a 
similar low to moderate preference/need for performing 
behaviors associated with the operation of vehicles. 
Dimension 3. The keyer analysis views the behaviors 
associated with using machines, tools, and instruments as 
being of low to moderate importance. The keyers indicated a 
moderate to strong preference in this area. 
Dimension 4. The keyers indicate a moderate to 
preference for performing physical activities. 
analysis views these behaviors as being minimal 
performance. 
strong 
The PAQ 
for keyer job 
Dimension 5. The operation of keyboard and office equipment 
is seen as a very important aspect of the keyer job. A 
similar preference in this area was seen with the keyers. 
Dimension 6. The PAQ analysis and the keyers see performing 
the behaviors characterized by the sensing of information 
used to monitor or control equipment or processes as being of 
low to moderate in work importance/preference. 
Dimension 7. The PAQ analysis indicates that the keyer job 
is performed in a comfortable environment and the keyers also 
prefer to work under such conditions. 
Dimension 8. The PAQ analysis shows behaviors related to 
entertaining, public speaking, and with artistic connotations 
are not related to functioning as a keyer. The keyers have a 
contrasting view, indicating a strong preference in this 
area. 
Dimension 9. Performing supervisory duties is seen on the 
job analysis as a moderate function of the job. The keyers 
indicated a similar preference. 
Dimension 10. Performing estimating activities is a low to 
minimal aspect of the keyer job. The keyers indicated a 
moderate degree of preference in performing these behaviors. 
Dimension 11. Processing written information is seen being 
moderately important to keyer functioning. The keyers indicate 
only a minimal preference in performing these behaviors. 
Dimension 12. Working with buyers, customers, and sales-
persons is of low to minimal importance on the keyer job. 
But, the key-ers indicate a strong interest in performing 
these behaviors. 
Dimension 13. Working under hazardous conditions is not a 
function of the keyer job and the keyers have no preference 
to perform under such conditions. 
Dimension 14. Performing paced or repetitive activities is a 
very important aspect in functioning as a keyer. The keyers 
indicate a moderate preference for performing these 
behaviors. 
Dimension 15. The behaviors associated with working with 
aerial and aquatic are seen as minimally important in keyer 
functioning. But, the keyers strongly prefer to perform 
these behaviors. 
Dimension 16. The behaviors associated with the preparation 
of food are seen as a moderate function of the keyer's work 
(primarily the physical movement associated with both areas). 
By contrast, the keyers indicate a strong preference for 
performing these behaviors. 
The dissonant findings between keyer work dimensions and keyer 
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preference for performing these behaviors (dimension l, 3, 4, 8, 11, 12, 
14, 15, and 16) may be an indicator of job dissatisfaction. As suggested 
by Melamed and Meir (1981), the level of congruence in an individual's 
interest in performing job behaviors is directly related to job 
satisfaction. This incongruence with the keyers' preference for 
performing 11keyer 11 work behaviors may be one employee aspect which 
directly impacts the turnover rate on the keyer job. But, further data 
analysis would be necessary to accurately make this statement. 
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There was no relationship found between keyer tenure and keyer 
output. When viewing the individual keyer data (refer to Appendix F) two 
keyers with extreme tenure and below average output, stood out, skewing 
the data. (The employer also indicated that such extensive tenure was 
very unusual.) The data for these two keyers was deleted and a second 
analysis indicated a positive relationship between keyer tenure and keyer 
output. Keyer output tends to increase correspondingly with keyer tenure 
and then decreases as tenure becomes extreme. This finding appears to 
follow the change in human characteristics seen by Fleishman (1966) and 
Chown and Heron (1965): With time, performance on a given task increases 
as skills specific to the task become habitual. But, in time the aging 
process of the human body will show a decline in motor coordination and 
speed and skills using such motor behavior will also decline. The 
keyers' employer would likely absorb the loss of employee output for the 
profitable gain seen with less hiring and training of new personnel. For 
this reason, the findings related to increasing tenure are important. 
The regression results* indicate that use of the JAPQ as a pre-
employee selection screen may prove beneficial as one of the measures in 
the hiring process for keyers. Figure 6 shows the probable percentages 
of attaining "higher output" keyers by utilizing the information given in 
Table 6 and Appendix J. The organization's personnel office indicated 
that the current selection ratio for the keyer job is 45/100. By using a 
pre-selection JAPQ response profile, incorporated with the present 
employee selection indices, an increase of of 18% in higher output keyers 
*Due to the research sample being non-reflective of the keyer population, 
multiple regression results need to be viewed with caution. A true 
population sample may result in lower correlations, which would also 
lower the percentage of predictability when using the JAPQ. 
Percent of 
Applicants 
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(Selection Ratio) 
Percentage Increase In 
Higher Output Keyers · 
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55% 
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5% 
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0 
-
N 
0 
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JAPQ Adjusted R = .335 
Source: Taylor & Russell, 1939. 
13% 
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23% 
28% 
32% 
40% 
Figure 6. Expectancy of increase in higher output keyers through 
use of the JAPQ as a pre-employment screen. 
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could be seen. The JAPQ profile for these persons would be a moderate to 
high preference for operating keyboard and office equipment (dimension 
5); a moderate to very high preference for behaviors having entertain-
ment, public content, or artistic connotations (dimension 8); a moderate 
preference for making decisions, communicating, and having responsibil-
ity) dimension 4); a very low preference for processing written informa-
tion (dimension 11); and a moderate preference for behaviors associated 
with the operation of vehicles (dimension 2). 
This approach to employee screening would raise the criterion for 
employment to attain an increase in higher output keyers, as well as 
lower the selection ratio which would increase the expected percentage of 
higher output keyers. The rise in criterion has a trade-off for the 
increase in probability of new hires being high producers: a secondary 
increase in high producers 11not 11 being hired, due to traits unidentified 
by the criterion measures and the lowering of the selection ratio (false 
negatives). 
The regression results also indicate that the use of the JAPQ as a 
pre-employee selection screen could prove beneficial for the hiring of 
longer tenured exployees, when incorporated into the organization's 
present battery of personnel selection measures. Figure 7 shows the 
probable percentages of attaining "longer tenured" keyers by utilizing 
the information given in Table 5 and Appendix J. By using the organiza-
tion's current selection ratio of 45/100, an increase of 25% in longer 
tenured keyers could be seen by including the JAPQ into the screening of 
potential keyers. The JAPQ profile for these individuals would be a low 
preference for working under uncomfortable conditions (dimension 7); a 
low to moderate preference for performing physical activities (dimension 
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use of the JAPQ as a pre-employment screen. 
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4); a moderate preference for performing the behaviors associated with 
the operation of vehicles (dimension 2); a moderate to very high 
preference for working with buyers, customers, or salespersons (dimension 
12); a moderate to very high preference for behaviors having entertain-
ment, public content, or artistic connotations (dimension 8); a moderate 
preference for performing paced or repetitive activities (dimension 14); 
and a moderate to high pereference for performing behaviors associated 
with the use of machines, tools, or instruments (dimension 3). 
This pre-employee screen would again raise the criterion for selec-
tion to attain an expected increase in employee tenure on the keyer job. 
The probability of also attaining a rise in false negative 11not hires 11 is 
again likely to increase. With this raise in criterion, the organiza-
tion's selection ratio would tend to increase the percentage in tenured 
keyers (see Figure 7). The extent of the expected increase in tenure 
v,il l directly correspond with the change in the organization's selection 
ratio. This process appears to be in the direction of filling portions 
of Guion1 s (1976) ultimate personnel policy of hiring individuals who are 
pr oductive, dependable, and likely to stay, (at least to the extent of 
increasing the probability of hiring individuals who are likely to remain 
as keyers or are more productive). 
Recommendations for further research should begin by stressing the 
n:ed for an extensive PAQ job analysis. Such an analysis will tend to 
01ercome the 11human11 traits which may lower PAQ inter-rater reliability. 
Tne process for job analysis used in this investigation (see Research 
Design: PAQ Analysis) appears to have subsided the concerns mentioned 
b_v Smith and Hakel (1979) pertaining to inter-rater reliability. The 
combined PAQ analysts' review of the completed PAQs appears to have 
played a major role in maintaining inter-rater reliability, which also 
implies a more valid data base for JAPQ comparison. 
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It would have been beneficial to have obtained a complete workforce 
sample. When the swnple is reflective of a complete concurrent popula-
tion, it should carry over to the personnel office in making more accur-
ate predictions when using the JAPQ as a pre-employment screen (this need 
is indicated from the caution seen in interpreting the multiple regres-
sion analysis). 
The major suggestion for any research utilizing a PAQ-JAPQ method is 
to complete an "item analysis," as well as a dimension analysis. The 
dimension analysis in this investigation proved highly promising, but an 
item analysis (individual item analysis) of the employees' JAPQs may have 
broken down the JAPQ into critical behavior items (as seen with the 
descriptive view of the PAQ analysis), which may be necessary to find 
differences with such a homogeneous sample. Further evaluation of the 
data in this study by an item analysis may indicate employee differences 
where they are not found with the general JAPQ-02 analysis and the 
dimension analysis. 
An area which is in need of research is in the area of a longitudin-
al study. Following subjects from the pre-employment status through 
specific types of job changes, terminations, etc., would result in numer-
ous profiles concurrent with that organization's personnel (e.g., a long 
tenured keyer or a high output keyer who is promoted into other organiza-
tional positions). A secondary benefit from such an investigation would 
be a better understanding of the employee in general. 
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Further analysis of the data used in this study could follow the 
need of an item analysis. One potentially promising question is seen in 
the two employee's with extensive tenure: How do they differ from the 
rest of the keyers? 
Any relevant research utilizing the PAQ-JAPQ approach will assist 
the process of opening up the doors to objective testing in the personnel 
office. The area of personnel testing has been virtually closed, due to 
the stringent (but necessary) guidelines set by the EEOC. The applica-
tion of this type of research appears to meet EEOC guidelines for selec-
tion testing, which can allow for more valid employee selection decisions 
through the use of objective testing instruments. 
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~OSITIO·N 
NALYSIS . 
ERNEST J. McCORMICK, Ph.D.; P. R. JEANNERET, Ph.D.; and ROBERT C. MECHAM, Ph.D. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAO) is a structured job analysis question-
naire that can be used for analyzing posit >ns or jobs of many different ty~ :~s. On 
• the base of the analysis of any give position/job with the PAO it is possible to 
compute statistically-derived job dimension scores, thus making it possible to 
relate positions or jobs to each other on the basis of such job dimension scores. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
The questionnaire is divided into the six major divisions listeo below. In addition to 
the division titles. a "question" is included which can be kept in mind when going 
through each division. 
Divisions: 
1. Information Input (Where and how does the worker get the information that 
is used in performing the job?) Pages 4-7 
2. Mental Processes (What reasoning, decision-making, planning, and infor-
mation processing activities are involved in performing the job?) Pages 7-10 
3. Work Output (What physical activities does the worker perform and what 
tools i:>r device~ are use:i?) Pages 11-15 
4. Relationships With Other Persons (What relationships with other people are 
required in performing the job?) Pages 16-20 
5. Job Context (In what physical and social contexts is the work performed?) 
Pages 20-23 
6. Other Job Characteristics (What activities, conditions. or characteristics 
other than those described above are relevant to the job?) Pages 23-28 
The six divisions that are listed above are further divided into sections and subsec-
tions. Each section or subsection is made up of a group of related job elements (in 
the questionnaire these are referred to as "items"). Each job element describes 
some general work activity, work condition, or job characteristic. In most cases 
examples are given to illustrate the "central idea" of the job element. However, 
these examples are intended only to help illustrate the idea and represent only a 
few of the possible examples that could characterize the job element. 
Prepared under provisions of Office of Naval Research Contract Nonr, 100(28). Purdue 
Research Foundation Contract No. 4497. (Form 8, 5-80.) 
CopyrightO 1969 by Purdue Research Foundation . The PAO and related materials are 
distributed by the University Book Store, 360 West State St., West Lafayette, Indiana 47906. 
Telephone: (317) 743-9618. 
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RATING SCALES FOR JOB ELEMENTS 
. 
For each job element, provision is made for using a "rating scale" as the element 
applies to any given position/job. Several different rating scales are used through-
out the questionnaire and are located on those pages to which they pertain, or on 
preceding pages . In general they look like this: 
Code Extent of Use (U) 
N Does not apply 
1 Nominal/very infrequent 
2 Occasional 
3 Moderate 
4 Considerable 
5 Very substantia l 
or 
Code Applicability ( A) 
N Does not apply 
1 Does apply 
At the beginning · of each job element you will find a capital letter indicating the 
"scale" to be used for the element. For example, the entry for the first job element 
(no. 1) looks like this: 1 U . The "U" refers to the "Extent of Use (U)" rating 
scale which is shown above. Rating scales are marked with the letters which follow : 
Letter Rating Scale 
U Extent of Use (shown above) 
·, Amount of Time 
I Importance to the Job 
P Possibility of Occurrence 
A Applicabil ity (shown above) 
S Special Code (When this code is used, it applies only to the job element of 
which it is a part.) Note that some " Special (S) " rating scales do not have 
an N (Does not apply) answer because the statement applies in some 
degree to every job . 
Caution : For each job element use only the rating scale identified by the capi tal 
letter in front of it. 
INSTRUCTIONS .FOR JOB ANALYSTS 
The person who is to analyze any pos ition/job (the job analyst) should first 
become familiar with the PAQ (including its organization and job elemen ts) and the 
various rating scales that are used with the individual job elements . The job analyst 
preferably should be someone who is already acquainted with the particular posi-
tion/job to be analyzed . if this is not the case he/she should become familiar with it 
by interviewing the job incumbent and possibly by observing the job being per-
formed. During the interview with the incumbent the job analyst should elicit the 
information necessary to rate each job element. In doing so, the analyst normally 
should proceed systematically through the various sections of the PAO, beginning 
with general questions relating to each section, and then asking more specific 
questions relating to the individual job elements . The analyst should always be sure 
to consider each job element as it might relate to the position/job . 
In the rating of any given job element the analyst should select the rating scale 
value which is considered to be most appropriate for the position/job . considering 
the concept reflected by the job element itself, and the type of rating scale that is 
provided for use with that job element. The examples given for many job elements 
in the PAO are intended to be only illustrative of the concept of the job element, and 
not as being indicative of the complete range of possible content. The analyst 
should interpret the "content" of any job element as it relates to the position being 
analyzed. In the case of any position/job there will of course be many job elements 
that do not apply. In such instances simply mark N (Does not apply). (Formerly 
DtlrA) . 
Uset the open -ended job elements (44 , 60. 127, 181) only when that which they 
'describe clearly falls outside the realm of the other elements. 
RECORDING OF IDENTIFICA'tlON INFORMATION AND RATINGS 
. 
In the analysis of positions/jobs with the PAC it is the usual practice to record the 
results of the analysis on a PAC Record Form designed for optical scanning. In the 
use of that record form use only a pencil (preferably no. 2). If corrections are made, 
erase completely. Limit marks to the spaces provided. and do not fold the form. In 
recording the identification information on the record form follow the instructions 
for Steps 1 and 2. 
Step 1. Print the Information Below (using spaces provided on record form): 
Name of Incumbent 
Analyst Type (check one of the boxes) 
Job Description ( describe each job concisely but with enough detail about the job 
duties to allow the assigment of a job code) . 
Step 2. Enter Identification Information (identification of position/job): Print identi-
fication in boxes provided. Enter only one letter, number or punctuation mark in 
each box. Print in sequence beginning at left; abbreviate where necessary; ORGA-
N I ZA T 10 N *JOB TITLE*DEPARTMENT OR UNIT*DATE• ANALYST'S 
NAME. Enter asterisk c·) between items of information. For missing item leave 
blank box between asterisks as follows: I · I I · j . Leave blank box between words. 
For the entry in each box blacken the corresponding letter, number, or symbol in 
the space below the box. 
Step 3. Enter Responses to PAC Items (reverse side of record form): For each job 
element use the rating scale that is indicated by the letter next to the element (U, I, 
T, P, A, or S). After deciding what response to make for each job element blacken 
competety the corresponding space. Special Note Regarding Pay/Income (items 
188-194): 
1. lndiate if each method of receiving pay/income does or does not apply. 
2. If there are two or more peoi,Jle on the job, determine the most representa-
tive monthly compensation rate (the "middle" or median value). Enter this rate 
(nearest $, £. etc.) in the vertical boxes iri the lower right hand t;Orner, and then 
blacken the corresponding spaces. To compute monthly values from those based 
on hours, weeks, or years multiply by the appropriate number as follows : hr. 
(173.33); wk. (4 .33); 2-wk. (2.17): yr. (.83). 
Review of Record Form 
Review your responses to see that all identification information is provided. and 
that there is a response for every job element. 
Instructions Regarding Ratings of Scale Mid-points 
The PAQ Record Forms starting with No. 125,001 provide for rating job elements at 
mid-points between the N, 1, 2. 3, 4, and 5 scale positions. These record forms have 
a ".5" scale position after the "5" scale position. When assigning a rating at a 
mid-point (such as 2.5) mark both the whole scale value (such as 2) and the 
mid-point value (.5). 
Instructions Regarding Sex and Ethnic Characteristics of Job Incumbents 
In addition. the PAC Record Forms starting with No. 125,001 provide for reporting 
information about the incumbents for each job in terms of sex and ethnic character-
istics. Further instructions regarding this are on page 20 of the PAO Job Analysis 
Manual (1977). (This page is available as a supplement to the Job Analysis Manual 
as it was originally published. but is included in copies distributed after September 
1979.) 
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INFORMATION INPUT 
1 INFORMATION INPUT 
1.1 SOW'Cfl of Job Information 
Rate each of the following items in terms of the 
extent to which it is used by the worker as a 
source of information in performing the job. 
1.1.1 Vl8Ual Sourc• of Job Information 
Code Extent of Use (U) 
N Does not apply 
1 Nominal/very infrequent 
2 Occasional 
3 Moderate 
4 Considerable 
5 Very substantial 
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1 U Written materials (books, reports, office notes, articles, job instructions , signs. 
etc.) 
2 U Quantitative materials (materials which deal with quantities or amounts, such as 
graphs, accounts, specifications . tables of numbers, etc.) 
3 U Pictorial materials (pictures or picturelike materials used as sources of informa-
tion, for example, drawings, blueprints, diagrams, maps, tracings , photographic 
films. x-ray films, TV pictures, etc .) 
4 U Patterns/related devices (templates, stencils, patterns. etc .• used as sources of 
information when observed during use: do not include here materials described 
in item 3 above) 
5 U Vis, :'ll displays (dials , gauges, signal lights. radarscopes, speedometers , clocks, 
etc. ) 
6 U Measuring devices (rules. calipers, tire pressure gauges. scales, thickness 
gauges, pipettes, thermometers. protractors , etc., used to obtain visual informa-
tion about physical measurements ; do not include here devices described in item 
5 above) 
7 U Mechanical device~ (tools . equil')ment, m!lchimtry, and other mechanical devices 
which are sources of information when observed during use or operation) 
8 U Materials in process (parts, materials , objects. etc ., which are sources of informa-
tion when being modified, worked on , or otherwise processed, such as bread 
dough being mixed, workpiece being turned in a lathe . fabric being cut, shoe 
being resoled, etc .) 
9 U Materials not in process (parts . materials, objects. etc .• not in the process of 
being changed or modified, which are sources of information when being 
inspected, handled. packaged, distributed. or selected . etc .. such as items or 
materials in inventory , storage. or distribution channels , items being inspected. 
etc.) 
10 U Features of nature (landscapes, fields. geological samples. vegetation, cloud 
formations, and other features of nature which are observed or inspected to 
provide information) 
11 U "Man-made" features of environment (structures, buildings, dams, highways, 
bridges. docks, railroads, and other "man-made" or altered aspects of the indoor 
or outdoor environment which are observed or inspt1cted to provide job informa-
tion: do not consider equipment, machines. etc .• that individuals use in their 
work. u covered by item 7) 
INFORMATION INPUT 
12 U Behavior (observing the actions of people or animals, for example, in teaching, 
supervising, sports officiating, etc., where this behavior is a source of iob 
Information 
13 U Events or circumstances (events the worker visually observes and in which 
he/she may participate, such as flow of traffic, movement of materials, airport 
control tower operations, etc.) 
14 U Art .or decor (artistic or decorative objects or arrangements used as sources of 
job information, for example, paintings, sculpture, jewelry, window displays, 
interior decoration, etc.) 
.1.1.2 Nonvl..,. Sources of Job Information 
15 U Verbal sources (verbal instructions. orders, requests, conversations, interviews, 
discussions. formal meetings, etc.; consider only verbal comunication which is 
relevant to job performance) 
16 U Nonverbal sounds (for example, noises, engine sounds, sonar, whistles. musical 
instruments, signals , horns, etc.) 
17 U Touch (pressure, pain, temperature. moisture, etc.; for example, feeling texture 
of surface. etc.) 
18 U Odor ( odors which the worker needs to smell in order to perform the job: do not 
include odors simply because they happen to exist in the work environment) 
19 U Taste (bitter, sour, sweet, or salty qualities which are sources of job information, 
for example , wine taster, candy taster, etc.) 
1.2 Sensory and Perceptual ProceHes 
20 S Near-visual differentiation (using the code below, rate the amount of detail the 
worker must see to adequately obtain job information from objects, events. 
eatures, etc. within arm's reach) - -
Code Degree of Detail 
N Does not apply (worker is blind or works in total darkness) 
1 Very little detail (for example, that required in moving boxes, dumping 
trash. opening desk drawers, etc .) 
2 Limited detail (for example, that required in bagging groceries, taking 
tickets, grinding hamburger, etc. 
3 Moderate detail (for example, that required in hammering nails, 
reading typed letters, reading dials and guages, etc.) 
4 Considerable detail (for example, reading small legal print, setting 
ignition points, etc .) 
5 Extreme detail (for example. that required in diamond cutting, repair-
ing watches, assembling small electrical transistors, etc.) 
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INFORMATION INPUT 
Note on r8tlng •importance to Thia Job": 
Each of the items in the questionnaire which 
uses the "Importance to This Job (1 )" scale is 
to be rated in terms of how important the activ-
ity described in the item is to the completion of 
the job. Consider such factors as amount of 
time spent, the possible influence on overall 
job performance if the worker does not prop-
erty perform this activity, etc. 
Code Importance to This Job(/) 
N Does not apply 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
3 Average 
4 High 
5 Extreme 
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21 Far visual differentiation (seeing differences in the details of objects, events. or 
features beyond arm's reach, for example. operating a vehicle, landscaping. 
sports officiating. etc.) 
22 I Depth perception (judging the distance from the observer to objects. or the 
distances between objects as they are positioned in space, as in operating a 
crane, operating a dentist's drill. handling and positioning objects. etc.) 
23 I Color perception (differentiating or identifying objects, materials. or details 
thereof on the basis of color) 
24 I Sound pattern recognition (recognizing different patterns, or sequences of 
sounds, for example. those involved in Morse code, heartbeats, engines not 
functioning correctly, etc.) 
25 I Sound differentiation (recognizing differences or changes in sounds in terms of 
their loudness. pitch, and/or tone quality, for example. piano tuner, sound-
system repairman, etc.) 
26 I Body movement sensing (sensing or recognizing changes in the direction or 
speed at which the body is moving without being able to sense them by sight or 
hearing , for example, as in flying aircraft, working in a submarine, etc .) 
27 I Body balance (sensing the position and balance of the body when body balance 
is critical to job performance, as when walking on I beams, climbing high poles, 
working on steep roofs, etc.) 
1.3 Estimation Activities 
In this section are various operations involving estimation or judging activities. In each case 
consider activities in which the worker may use any or all of the senses. for example, sight, 
hearing, touch , etc. 
28 I Estimating speed of moving parts (estimating the speed of the moving parts 
associated with stationary objects. for example, the revolutions per minute of a 
motor, the speed at which a lathe turns, etc.) 
29 I Estimating speed of moving objects (estimating the speed of moving obiects or 
materials relative to a fixed point or to other moving objects, for example. the 
speed of vehicles. materials on a conveyor belt, flow of liquids in transparent 
pipes. etc.) 
INFOAfttATION INPUT •nd MENTAL PROCESSES 
1.3 &tlm.Uon Acttwltles (con'L) 
30 Estimating speed of processes (estimating the speed of ongoing processes or a 
aeries of events while they are taking place, for example, chemical reactions, 
assembly operations. timing of food preparation in a cafeteria. etc.) 
31 I Judging condition/quantity (estimating the condition, quality, and/or value of 
objects, for example, antique dealer. appraiser, jeweler, used-car dealer. coin 
dealer, etc.) 
32 l Inspecting (inspecting products, objects, materials, etc., either one's own work-
manship or that of others, in terms of established standards. for example, identi-
fying defects, classifying by grade, etc.; do not include here activities described 
in item 31 above) 
33 I Estimating quantity (estimating the quantity of objects without direct measure-
ment, including weight, number. volume, etc., for example, estimating the board 
feet of lumber in a log, the weight of a beam. the number of bacteria in an area by 
looking through a microscope, etc.) 
34 I Estimating size (estimating the dimensions of objects without direct measure-
ments, including length, thickness, etc., for example, estimating the height of a 
tree, judging sizes of boxes or furniture in loading a truck, etc .) 
35 I Estimating time (estimating the time required for past or future events or work 
activities, for example, judging the amount of time to make a delivery, estimating 
the time required to service a worn machine part or piece of equipment, judging 
the length of time required to change a production line procedure, etc.) 
2 MENTAL PROCESSES 
2.1 Decision Making, Reasoning, and Planning/Scheduling 
36 S Decision making (indicate, using the code below, the level of decision making 
typically involved in the job. considering: the number and complexity of the 
factors that are taken into account; the variety of alternatives available; the 
consequences and importance of the decisions; the background experience, 
education, and training required; the precedents available for guidance; and 
other relevant considerations. The exampl6s given for the following codes are 
only suggestive.) 
Code Level of Decision 
1 Very limited ("decisions" such as those in selecting parts in routine 
assembly, shelving items in a warehouse, pasting labels on cartons, 
tending automatic machines, etc.) 
2 Limited ("decisions" such as those in operating a wood planer, dispatch-
ing a taxi. lubricating an automobiJe, etc.) 
3 Intermediate ("decisions" such as those in setting up machine tools for 
operation, diagnosing mechanical disorders of aircraft, reporting 
news, supervising auto service workers, etc.) 
4 Substantial ("decisions" such as those in determining production quotas. 
making personnel decisions such as promoting and hiring, etc .) 
5. Very substantial ("decisions" such as those in approving corporation 
annual budget, recommending major surgery, selecting the location 
for a new plant, etc.) 
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MENTAL PROCESSES 
37 S Reasoning in problem solving (indicate, using the code below. the level of 
Ueasoning that is required of the worker in applying knowledge, experience, and udgment to problems) Code Level of Reasoning in Problem Solving 
1 Very limited (use of common sense to carry out simple, or relatively 
uninvolved instructions, for example, hand assembler, mixing ma-
chine operator, etc.) 
2 Limited (use of some training and/or experience to select from a limited 
number of solutions the most appropriate action or procedure in 
performing the job, for example, salesperson. electrician apprentice, 
library assistant. etc.) 
3 Intermediate (use of relevant principles to solve practical problems and 
to deal with a variety of concrete variables in situations where only 
limited standardization exists, for example, many supervisors, techni-
cians, etc.) 
4 Substantial (use of logic or scientific thinking to define problems, collect 
information, establish facts, and draw valid conclusions. for example, 
petroleum engineer. personnel director, manager of a "chain" store, 
etc.) 
5 Very substantial ( use of principles of logical or scientific thinking to solve 
a wide range of intellectual and practical problems, for example , 
research chemist, nuclear physicist, corporate president,. or manager 
of a large branch or plant, etc.) 
38 S Amount of planning/scheduling (indicate , using the code below, the amount of 
l lanning/scheduling the worker is required to do which affects his/her own activities and/or the activities of others) Code Amount of Planning 
N Does not apply (has no opportunity even to plan own activities, the 
specific activities of the worker are virtually predetermined .) 
1 Very limited (has limited opportunity to plan or schedule own activities, 
for example, punch press operator. inspector, etc.) 
2 Limited (some planning is required but not a great deal, tor example, the 
planning done by a lab technician , TV repairer. etc.) 
3 Moderate (a moderate amount of planning of own or other activities is 
required, for example, a carperterwho must plan tt',e best wa~, to build 
a structure, an electrician, a police officer. a dietician, etc.) 
4 Considerable (a fairly large amount of planning/scheduling is required, 
tor example, a supervisor who must plan the activities of subordinates, 
a teacher who must prepare lectures or lesson plans .. a material 
coordinator who must plan/schedule the arrival and distribution of 
materials, etc.) 
5 Extensive (substantial amount of planning/scheduling is required , for 
example, a department store manager, an executive who rTI\JSt plan the 
activities of different work groups, an architect, a scientist who must 
make comprehensive and detailed plans to perform experiments. etc.) 
2.2 lnformmlon Proceulng ActlYltlN 
In this section are various human operations 
involving the "processing" of information or 
data. Rate each of the following items in terms 
of how important the activity is to the comple-
tion of the job. 
MENTAL PROCESSES 
Code Importance to This Job (I) 
N Does not apply 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
3 Average 
4 High 
5 Extreme 
39 I Combining information (combining, synthesizing, or integrating information or 
data from two or more sources to establish new facts, hypotheses, theories, or a 
more complete body of related information, for example, an economist using 
information from various sources to predict future economic conditions, a pilot 
flying aircraft, a judge trying a case, etc.) 
40 I Analyzing information or data (for the purpose of identifying underlying princi-
ples or facts by breaking down information into component parts, for example, 
interpreting financial reports, diagnosing mechanical disorders or medical 
symptoms, etc.) 
41 Compiling (gathering, grouping, classifying, or in some other way arranging 
information or data in some meaningful order or form, for example. preparing 
reports of various kinds, filing correspondence on the basis of content, selecting 
particular data to be gathered, etc.) 
42 I Coding/decoding (coding information or converting coded information back to 
its original form, for example, "reading" Morse code, translating foreign lan-
guages. or using other coding systems such as shorthand, mathematical sym-
bols, computer languages. drafting symbols. replacement part numbers, etc.) 
43 Transcribing (copying or posting data or information for later use. for example, 
copying meter readings in a reco~d book, entering transactions in a ledger. etc.) 
44 Other information processing activities (specify) ------------
2.3 UM of Learned Information 
45 I Short-term memory (learning and retaining job-related information and recalling 
that information after a brief period of time. for example, waitress. short-order 
cook, telephone operator. etc.) 
46 Education (indicate, using the code below, the level of knowledge typically 
l cquired through formal education that is required to perform this job. Do not consider the type of knowledge typically acquired in technical or vocational chools - see item 48) Code Education (level of knowledge acquired through formal education or 
equivalent) 
N Does not apply (little or no formal education required) 
1 Less than that required for completion of high school curriculum 
2 Level obtained by completion of high school curriculum 
3 Level obtained by some college work 
4 Level obtained by completion of usual college curriculum 
5 Level obtained by completion of advanced curriculum (such as graduate 
school, medical school. law school. etc.) 
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2.3 UN of 1...-ned lnfOfflllltlon (con'L) 
47 S Job-related experience (indicate, using the code below. the amount of a/1-
~
revious job-related experience in other related or lower-level jobs generally 
needed as background to learn this job: do not include formal education as 
described in item 46) 
Code Job-related Experience 
N Does not apply (no experience required) 
1 Less than 1 month 
2 Over 1 month up to and including 12 months 
3 Over 1 year up to and including 3 years 
4 Over 3 years up to and including 5 years 
5 over 5 years 
48 S Training (indicate , using the code below, the total amount of training generally 
needed for persons who have had no prior job training to learn to perform 
adequately on this job : consider all types of required job-related training except 
for education described in item 48; include training at barber schoo 1:; , technical 
and vocational schools, business schools, etc., as well as apprentice. on-the-job, 
off-the-job and orientation training, etc .) 
Code Training 
N Does not apply or very limited (no more than one day·s training required) 
1 Over 1 day up to and including 30 days 
2 Over 30 days up to and including 6 months 
3 Over 6 months up to and including 1 year 
4 Over 1 year up to and including 3 years 
5 Over 3 years 
49 S Using mathematics {indicate, using the code below, the highest level of mathe-t' matics that the individual must understand as required by the job) 
Lcode Level of Mathematics - · 
N Does not apply 
1 Simple basic (counting, addition and subtraction of 2-digit numbers or 
loss) 
2 Basic (addition and subtraction of numbers of 3 digits or more , multipli-
cation , division, etc .) 
3 Intermediate (calculations and concepts involving fractions, decimals, 
percentages, etc .) 
4 Advanced (algebraic. geometric, trigonometric, and statistical concepts, 
techniques. and procedures usually applied in standard practical situ-
ations) 
5 Very advanced (advanced mathematical and statistical theory , concepts, 
and techniques, for example, calculus, topology , vector analysis, 
factor analysis, probability theory, etc.) 
3 WORK OUTPUT 
3.1 UM of Device, .nd Equipment 
3.1.1 Hand-held Toola or lnatrumenta 
Consider in this category those devices which 
are used to move or modify workpieces, mate-
rials, products, or objects. Do not consider 
measuring devices here. 
Manually powered 
WORK OUTPUT 
Code Important to This Job(/) 
N Does not apply 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
3 Average 
4 High 
5 Extreme 
50 I Precision tools/ instruments (that is, tools or instruments powered by the user to 
perform very accurate or precise operations, for example, the use of engraver's 
tools. watchmaker's tool's. surgical instruments. etc.) 
51 Nonprecision tools/instruments (tools or instruments powered by the user to 
perform operations not requiring great accuracy or precision, for example, 
hammers. wrenches, trowels, knives. scissors, chisels, putty knives, strainers. 
hand grease guns. etc.; do not include long-handled tools here) 
52 Long-handle tools (hoes . rakes. shovels. picks. axes. brooms. mops. etc .) 
53 Handling devices/tools (tongs, ladles, dippers, forceps, etc .. used for moving or 
handling objects and materials; do not include here protective gear such as 
asbestos gloves, etc .) 
Powered (manually controlled or directed devices using an energy source such as 
electricity, compressed air. fuel. hydraulic fluid, etc., in which the component part 
which accomplishes the modification is hand-held, such as dentist drills, welding 
equipment. etc .. as well as devices small enough to be entirely hand-held) 
54 I Precision tools/instruments (hand-held powered tools or instruments used to 
perform operations requiring greaiaccuracy or precision. such as small dentist 
drills, or laboratory equipment used for especially accurate or fine work) 
55 I Nonprecision tools/instruments (hand-held, energy-powered tools or instru-
ments used to perform operations not requiring great accuracy or precision, for 
example, ordinary power saws. large sanders, clippers. hedge trimmers. etc .. and 
related devices such as electric soldering irons, spray guns or nozzles. welding 
equipment, etc.) 
3.1.2 Other Hand-held Devlen 
56 I Drawing and related devices (instruments or devices used in lettering, sketching, 
illustrating, drafting, etc .. for example. pens , pencils, drawing instruments. 
artist's brushes. drafting equipment. etc.; do not include measuring instruments 
here; see item 58) 
57 I Applicators (brushes, rags. paint rollers. etc .. which are hand-held and used in 
applying solutions. materials. etc.; do not consider devices covered by items 
50-55 above) 
58 I Measuring devices (rules. measuring tapes, micrometers. calipers, protractors, 
squares. thickness gauges. levels. volume measuring devices, tire gauges. etc.) 
59 I Technical and related devices (cameras. stopwatches, hand-held calculators. 
etc .) 
60 I Other hand-held tools and devices (specify) --------------
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3.1.3 St.tlonwy Dwlcea 
61 r Machines/equipment (operating. controlling, ~djusting or mon!toring ~achines/ 
equipment used to process, calculate, fabricate, or otherw•se modify parts. 
objects, material!>, etc.; use this category in addition to indicating the controls 
used in the subsection which follows, e.g., items 62 through 69) 
3.1.4 Control DevlCH (on any equip-
ment operated or uHd) Cod• Importance to Th;s Job (I) N Does not apply 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
3 Average 
4 High 
5 Extreme 
62 I Activation controls (hand- or foot-operated devices used to start, stop, or other-
wise activate energy-using systems or mechanisms, for examplfe, light switches, 
electric motor switches. ignition switches, etc.) 
63 I Fixed setting controls (hand- or foot-operated devices with dfistlnct positions. 
detents, or definite settings, for example, TV selector switch, gearshift, etc.) 
64 I Variable setting controls (hand- or foot-operated devices that can be set at the 
beginning of operation , or infrequently, at any position along a scale, tor exam-
ple, TV volume control , room thermostat, rheostat. etc.) 
65 I Keyboard devices (typewriters. adding machines. calculators, pianos. keypunch 
machines, computer terminals, etc.) 
Frequent-adjustment controls (used in making frequent adfustmen1ts of mechanisms 
operated as required by the job) 
66 I Hand-operated controls (controls operated by hand or "'rm for ,making frequent, 
but not continuous, adjustments, for example, hand controffs on a crane or 
bulldozer, helm of ship, etc.) 
67 I Foot-operated controls (controls operated by foot or leg formali:ing frequent, but 
not continuous, adjustments. for example , automobile brakes, etc.) 
Continuous controls ( used continuously in operation or use with any mechanisms 
operated as required by the job .) 
68 I Hand-operated controls (controls operated by hand and used continuously for 
adjusting to changing, or possible changing, situations. for example, use of 
steering wheel. controls on a "tracking" device, etc.) 
69 I Foot-operated controls (controls operated by foot and used continuously for 
adjusting to changing, or possibly changing, situations, for example. accelera-
tor, etc.) 
WORK OUTPUT 
3.1.5 Tra"8p0rtatlon •d Mobile Equipment 
70 I Man-powered vehicles (bicycles, rowboats, canoes, etc.) 
71 Powered highway/rail vehicles (vehicles intended primarily for highway or rail-
road transportation, for example, automobiles, trucks, buses, trains, etc.) 
72 I Powered mobile equipment (movable vehicles not primarily intended for high-
way use, for example, warehouse trucks, fork lifts, self-propelled lawn mowers; 
road graders. tractors. combines, etc.) 
73 Powered water vehiclaa (ships, submarines, motorboats, etc.) 
74 Air/space vehicles (planes, helicopters, balloons, gliders, rocket ships. etc.) 
75 Man-moved mobile equipment (hand-pushed lawn mowers with or without 
powered blades, hand trucks, wM9elbarrows, floor polishers and buffers. etc.) 
76 Operating equipment (cranes, hoists, elevators, etc.) 
n Remote-controlled equipment (conveyor systems, etc.) 
3.2 Menual ActlYIUH 
This section describes manual activities in which tools may or may not be used. 
78 I Setting up/adjusting (adjusting, calibrating, aligning and/or setting up of 
machines or equipment, for example, setting up a lathe or drill press, adjusting an 
engine carburetor, adjusting, calibrating, and aligning electric circuitry, etc.) 
79 I Manually modifying ( using hands directly to form or otherwise modify materials 
or products, for example , kneading dough by hand, folding letters, massaging, 
etc.) 
80 I Material controlling ( manually controlling or guiding materials being processed, 
for example, in operating sewing machine, jig saws, etc.) 
81 Assembling/disassembling ( either manually or with the use of hand tools putting 
parts or components together to form more complete items, or taking apart or 
disassembling items into their component parts) 
82 I Arranging/positioning (manually placing objects, materials, persons, animals , 
etc., in a specific position or arrangement. for example, arranging library books, 
window displays, stocking shelves, positioning patients for certain medical and 
dental procedures, etc.; do not include here arranging/positioning which is a part 
of the operations listed in items 78-81) 
8 I Feeding/off-bearing (manually inserting throwing, dumping, or placing mate-
rials into or removing them from machines or processing equipment; this cate-
gory is not to be used in describing operations in which the worker manually 
guides or controls the materials or parts during processing, as in item 80) 
86 
87 
WORK OUTPUT 
84 I Physical handling (physically handling objects, materials. animals, human 
beings, etc .• either manually or with nominal use of aiding devices, for example. 
In certain warehousing activities, loading/unloading conveyor belts or trucks. 
packaging, farming activities. hospital procedures. etc.; typically there is little 
requirement for carefully positioning or arrangement of objects; include here 
relatively uninvolved handling operations not provided for in items 78-83) 
3.3 ActlvltlH of the Entire Body 
Code Importance to This Job {I) 
N Does not apply 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
3 Average 
4 High 
5 Extreme 
85 I Highly skilled body coordination (activities involving extensive. and often highly 
learned coordination activities of the whole body, for example, athletics, danc-
ing, etc.) 
86 I Balancing (maintaining body balance or equilibrium to prevent falling when 
standing, walking, running, crouching, etc., on narrow, slippery, steeply inclin-
ed, or erratically moving surfaces. for example. walking on narrow elevated 
beam. working on steep roof, etc .) 
3.4 Level of Physical Exertion 
87 S Leve! of physical exertion (indicate, using the code below, the general revel of 
body activity, considering the frequency and effort required to perform job tasks 
nvolving pushing, pulling, carrying, lifting, etc., during an average work day) · 
Code Level of Physical Exertron 
1 Very light (occasionally walking or standing and/or occasionally moving 
light objects, materials, etc .• such as secretary, drafter, watchmaker, 
telephone operator. etc.) 
2 Light (frequently walking or standing and/or frequently exerting force 
equivalent to lifting up to approximately 10 pounds and/or occasional-
ly exerting force equivalent to lifting about 20 pounds. for example, 
sales clerk, bank teller, etc.) 
3 Moderate (frequently exerting forces equivalent to lifting up to approxi-
mately 25 pounds and/or occasionally exerting forces equivalent to 
lifting up to approximately 50 pounds, for example. auto mechanic, 
coin vending machine serviceman, porter, parts salvager. etc.) 
4 Heavy (frequently exerting forces equivalent to lifting up to approximate-
ly 50 pounds and/or occassionally exerting forces equivalent to lifting 
up to approximately 100 pounds, for example, general laborer, 
millwright, bulldozer operator, etc.) 
5 Very heavy (frequently exerting forces equivalent to lifting over 50 
pounds and/or occasionally exerting forces over that required to lift 
100 pounds. for example, hod carrier, quarry miner, etc.) 
3.5 Body Poaltlona/PoaturH 
Indicate by code the- approximate proportion 
of working time the worker is engaged in the 
following activities (88-92) 
88 T Sitting 
89 T Standing (do not include walking) 
90 T Walking/running 
WORK OUTPUT 
Code Amount of Time (T) 
N Does not apply (or is very 
incidental) 
1 Under 1/10 of the time 
2 Between 1/10 and 1/3 of 
the time 
3 Between 1/3 and 2/3 of the 
time 
4 Over 2/3 of the time 
5 Almost continually 
91 T Climbing (for example, house painter, telephone lineman. etc.) 
92 T Kneeling/stooping (kneeling, stooping , crawling, crouching, and other related 
body positions which may be uncomfortable or awkward) 
3.6 Manlpul•tlon/Coordlnatlon Activities 
Rate the following items in terms of how impor-
tant the activity is to completion of the job. 
Code Importance to This Job (I} 
N Does not apply 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
3 Average 
4 High 
5 Extreme 
93 I Finger manipulation (making careful finger movements in various types of activi-
ties, for example, fineassernbly, use of precision tools, repairing watches, useof 
writing and drawing instruments. hand painting of china. etc.; usually the hand 
and arm are not involved to any great extent) 
94 I Hand-arm manipulation (the manual control or manipulation of objects through 
hand and/or arm movements, which may or may not require continuous visual 
control, for example, repairing automobiles, packaging products. etc.) 
95 I Hand-arm steadiness (maintaining a uniform, controlled hand-arm posture or 
movement, for example. using a welding torch, performing surgery, etc.) 
96 I Eye-hand/foot coordination (the coordination of hand and/or foot movements 
where the movement must be coordinated with what is seen, for example, driving 
a vehicle, operating a sewing machine, etc.) 
97 I Limb movement without visual control (movement of body limbs from one posi-
tion to another without the use of vision, for example, reaching for controls 
without looking, playing a musical instrument, touch typing, etc.) 
98 I Hand-ear coordination (the coordination of hand movements with sounds or 
instructions that are heard, for example, tuning radio receivers, tuning musical 
instruments by ear, piloting aircraft by control tower instructions, etc.) 
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. 
4 RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER 
PERSONS 
This section deals with different aspects 
of interaction between people involved 
in various kinds of work. 
4.1 Communac.tlon• 
Code Importance to This Job(/} 
N Does not apply 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
3 Average 
4 High 
5 Extreme 
89 
Rate the following in terms of how important the activity is to the completion of the job. 
Some jobs may involve several or all of the items in this section. 
4.1.1 or.a ( communlattng by ap .. klng) 
99 I Advising (dealing with individuals in order to counsel and/or guide them with 
regard to problems that may be resolved by legal, financial, scientific, technical, 
clinical, spiritual. and/or other professional principles) 
100 I Negotiating (dealing with others in order to reach an agreement or solution, for 
example, labor bargaining, diplomatic relations, etc.) 
101 I Persuading ( dealing with others in order to influence them toward some action or 
point of view. for example, selling, political campaigning, etc.) 
102 I Instructing (the teaching of knowledge or skills, in either an informal or a formaJ 
manner, to others, for example a public school teacher, a machinist teaching an 
apprentice, etc.) 
103 I Interviewing (conducting interviews directed toward some specific objective, for 
example, interviewing job applicants, census taking, etc.) 
104 I Routine information exchange: job related (the giving and/or receiving of job-
related information of a routine nature, for example, ticket agent. taxicab dis-
patcher, receptionist, etc.) 
105 I Nonroutlne information exchange (the giving and/or receiving of job-related 
information of a nonroutine or unusual nature, for example, professional com-
mittee meetings, engineers discussing new product design, etc.) 
106 I Public speaking (making speeches or formal presentations before relatively 
large audiences. for example, political addresses, radio/TV broadcasting, deliv-
ering a sermon, etc.) 
4.1.2 Written (communfatlng by written/printed m•terlal) 1071 Writing (for example. writing or dictating letters. reports. etc •• writing copy for 
ads. writing newspaper articles, etc .; do not include transcr•bing activities de-
scribed in item 43, but only activities in which the incumbent creates the written 
material) 
4.1.3 Other Comunlc•tlon• 
108 t Signaling (communicating by some type of signal. for example, hand signals, 
semaphore. whistles. horns. bells, lights. etc.) 
109 I Code communications (telegraph, cryptography, etc.) 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PERSONS 
C.2 Mlscell11neoua lnterpersonllt Reletlonahlps 
110 Entertaining (performing to amuse or entertain others, for example, on stage, TV, 
night _clubs, etc.) 
111 Serving/catering (attending to the needs of, or performing personal services for, 
others, for example, waiting on tables, hairdressing, attending hospital patients, 
etc.) 
4.3 Amount of Jol>ffqulred Per90net Contect 
112 S Job-required personal contact (indicate, using the code below, the extent of 
Ub-required contact with others, individually or in groups, for example, contact th customers, patients, students, the public, superiors, subordinates, fellow mployees, prospective employees, official visitors, etc.: consider only personal ntact which is definitely part of the job) ode Extent of RequirfKi Personal Contact 
1 Very infrequent (almost no contact with others is required) -
2 Infrequent (limited contact with others is required) 
3 Occasional (moderate contact with others is required) 
4 Frequent (considerable contact with others is required) 
5 Very frequent (almost continual contact with others is required) 
4.4 Types of Job-required Personal Contect 
This section lists types of individuals with whom the worker must have personal contact in 
order to perform the job. Indicate by code the importance of contact with each of the types 
of individuals listed below . Consider personal contact not only with personnel within the 
organization or company, but also with personnel from other organizations, if contact with 
them is part of the job . 
113 Executives/officials (corporation vice-presidents, government administrators, 
plant superintendents, etc.) 
114 Middle management/staff personnel 
1,s Supervisors (those personnel who have immediate responsibility for a work 
group, for example, foremen, some office managers, other first level supervisors, 
etc.) 
116 Professional personnel (doctors, lawyers, scientists, engineers, professors, 
teachers, consultants, etc.) 
117 Semiprofessional personnel (technicians, drafters, designers, photographers, 
surveyors, and other personnel who are engaged in activities requiring fairly 
extensive education or practical experience but which typically involve a more 
restricted area of operation than that of professional personnel) 
118 I Clerical personnel (personnel engaged in office work and word processing, such 
as clerks, bookkeepers. receptionists. secretaries, etc.) 
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PERSONS 
4.4 Types of Job-required Person.I 
Contact (con'l) 
Code Importance to This Job ( I J 
N Does not apply 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
3 Average 
4 . High 
5 Extreme 
91 
119 I Manual and service workers (personnel in skilled, semiskilfed, unskilled, agricul-
tural, fishing, forestry, service, and related types of occupations, etc.) 
120 Sales personnel 
121 Buyers (purchasing agents, not public customers) 
122 Public customers (as in stores, restaurants , etc .) 
123 The public (not including customers or persons in other specified categories; 
include the "public" as contacted by, for example, park attendants, poUce offic-
ers. etc.) 
124 Students/trainees/apprentices 
125 Clients/patients/counselees 
126 Special interest groups (stockholders, lobbyists, fraternal organizations, prop-
erty owners, government and regulatory inspectors and officials, charities, etc.) 
127 I Other individuals (include here types of persons not described in items 113-126, 
above. but. w~enever poss~le.- use pJ1e of the above cJtegories) 
(Specify) -
4.5 Supervl1lon end Coordln•llon 
4.5. 1 Supervl1lon/Dlrectlon Given 
128 S Supervision of nonsupervisory personnel (indicate, using the code below, the 
number of persons directly supervised who are actually involved in the produc-
tion of goods and services and do not supervise others: this item would apply, tor 
example. to most "first line" supervisors. most managers and section heads. 
service managers in garages . head butchers in meat departments of grocery 
stores . head pharmacists, laboratory technicians with direct supervision over 
assistants, etc .) 
Code Number of Nonsupervisory Personnel Supervised 
N Does not apply 
1 1 or 2 workers 
2 3 to 5 workers 
3 6 to 8 workers 
4 9 tO 12 workers 
5 13 or more workers 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PERSONS 
129 S Direction of supervisory personnel (Indicate, using the code below, the number 
of supervisory personnel - those who have responsibility for the supervision or 
direction of others- who report directly to the person holding this position; this 
Item would apply to many middle and upper managers, but would also apply to 
mangers of many small businesses ~ ott1er activities who delegate supervisory 
authority to others, etc .) · 
Code Number of Supervisory Personnel Directed 
N Does not apply ( does not direct supervisors} 
1 1 or 2 supervisory personnel 
2 3 to 5 supervisory personnel 
3 6 to 8 supervisory personnel 
4 9 to 12 supervisory personnel 
5 13 or more supervisory personnel 
130 S Total number of personnel for whom responsible (indicate, using the code 
below, the total number of personnel for whom the person holding this job is 
either directly or indirectly responsible, for example, the president of a corpor~ 
tion would be responsible for all corporation employees, the branch manager 
would be responsible for personnel in the branch , an office manager for person-
nel supervised, etc .; use this item in addition to 128 and/or 129) 
Code Total Number of Personnel for Whom Responsible 
N Does not apply (not responsible for other personnel) 
1 10 or fewer workers 
2 1 1 to 50 workers 
3 51 to 250 workers 
4 251 to 750 worke rs 
5 751 or more workers 
4.5.2 Other Org•nlzatlonal Activities 
This subsection includes activities of a coordi-
nating, staff , or supervisory nature. 
Code Importance to This Job ( I J 
N Does not apply 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
3 Average 
4 High 
5 Extreme 
131 Supervises nonemployees (students, patients, campers, etc.) 
132 Coordinates activities (coordinates . monitors , or organizes the activities of oth-
ers to achieve certain objectives, but does not have line management authority, 
for example, social director. committee chairperson, etc.) 
133 I Staff functions (advises. consults, or gives other types of assistance to line 
management personnel, for example, regal adviser, administrative assistant, 
etc.) 
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PERSONS •nd JOB CONTEXT 
4.5.3 Supervision Received 
93 
134 S Supervision received ( indicate, using the code below, the levef of supervision the 
worker typically receives) 
ode LflVel of Supervision Received 
1 Immediate supervision (receives close supervision relating to specific 
work activities, Including assignments, methods, etc.; usually receives 
frequent surveillance over job activities) 
2 General supervision (receives general supervision relating to work acti-
vities) 
3 General direction (receives only very general guidance relating to job 
activities, primarily guidance with respect to general objectives; has 
rather broad latitude for deterimining methods, work scheduling, how 
to achieve objectives, etc., for example, first-line supervisors, lower-
management individuals, most staff personnel, peoj>le whose work is 
quite independent of others, etc .) 
4 Nominal direction (receives only nominal direction or guidance in job, as 
in the case of a manager of an organization or a major subdivision 
thereof, and is therefore subject only to very broad policy guidelines. 
for example , some research scientists who are given viratually free 
rein, many plant superintendents, etc.) 
5 No supervision (this category is applicable to those personnel who func-
tion independently, for example, owner-managers of stores, indepen-
dent physicians, independent consultants. etc.) 
5 JOB CONTEXT 
5.1 Physical Working Conditions 
This section lists various working conditions. 
Rate the average amount of time the worker is 
exposed to each condition during a typical 
work period. -
5.1.1 Outdoor environment 
Code Amount of Time (T) 
N Does not apply (or is very 
incidental) 
1 Under 1/10 of the time 
2 Between 1/10 and 1/3 of 
the time 
3 Between 1 /3 and 2/3 of the 
time 
4 Over 2/3 of the time 
5 Almost continually 
135 LI. Out-of-door environment (subject to changing weather conditions) 
5.1.2 Indoor temperatures ( do not consider Indoor temperature conditions that are 
1lmply a function of the weather, for example, heat In summer; consider only 
those conditions which are aaaocleted with this Job regardless of the natural 
cllmlate In which It might be performed) 
136 T High temperature (conditions in which the worker might experience severe 
discomfort or heat stress. such as in boiler rooms, around furnaces. etc.; typically 
this would occur in a dry atmosphere at about 90° F, and in a humid atmosphere 
at about 80° F. or 85° F.) 
137 T Low temperature (conditions in which the worker is exposed to low temperatures 
which are definitely uncomfortable even though clothing appropriate for the 
conditions may be worn, such as in refrigerated rooms, etc.) 
JOB CONTEXT 
5.1.3 Other Physic. Working Conditions 
138 T Air contamination (dust, fumes, smoke. toxic conditions, disagreeable odors, 
etc.; consider here air contamination or pollution which is an irritating or unde-
sirable aspect of the job) 
139 T Vibration (vibration of whole body or body limbs, for example, driving a tractor or 
truck, operating an air hammer, etc.) 
140 T Improper illumination (inadequate lighting, excessive glare, etc.) 
141 T Dirty environment (situations in which workers and/or . their clothing easily 
become dirty, greasy, etc ., for example , environments often associated with 
garages, foundries, coal mines, highway construction, furnace cleaning, etc.) 
142 T Awkward or confining work space (conditions in which the body is cramped or 
uncomfortable) 
143 S Noise intensity (indicate, using the code below, the typical noise level to which t the worker is exposed) 
Lcode Noise Intensity 
1 Very quiet (intensive care ward in hospital, greenhouse, photo lab, etc.) 
2 Quiet (many private offices . libraries , etc.) 
3 Moderate (business office where typewriters are used. light automobile 
traffic, department store , etc .) 
4 Loud ( many factories, heavy traffic, machine shops, carpenter shops , 
etc. 
5 Very loud (close to jet engines, large earth-moving equipment, riveting. 
etc .) 
5.2 Physical Hazards 
The four items which follow on the next page describe accidents or illnesses which may 
result from exposure to hazards . Rate the po"Ssibility of the occurrence of each of the types 
of accidents/illnesses to the typical worker on this job . In making the ratings consider the 
safety/accident record of employees on this job , and/or the possiblity of accidents due to 
such factors as: traveling at high speeds, being in high places, working with machinery, 
sharp tools, hot or very cold materials, exposure to falling objects, dangerous chemicals, 
explosives. toxic fumes. radiation, etc . 
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JOB CONTEXT 
5.2 Phy8'cal Haurda (Con'l) 
Code Possibility of Occurrence 
(P) 
N Almost no possibility 
1 Very limited 
2 Limited 
3 Moderate 
4 Fairly high 
5 High 
95 
144 P First-aid cases (minor injuries or illnesses which typically result in a day or less of 
"lost" time and are usually remedied with first-aid procedures) 
145 P Temporary disability (temporary injuries or illnesses which prevent the worker 
from performing the job from one full day up to extended periods of time but 
which do not result in permanent disability or impairment) 
146 P Permanent partial impairment (injuries or illnesses resulting in the amputation or 
permanent loss of use of any body member or part thereof, or permanent 
impairment of certain body functions) 
147 P Permanent total disability/death (injuries or illnesses which totally disable the 
worker and permanently prevent further gainful employment , for example, loss 
of life , sight , limbs , hands . or radiation sickness, etc .) 
5.3 Personal and Social Aspects 
This section includes various person~! and 
social aspects of jobs . Indicate by co9e the 
importance of these aspects as part of the job . 
Code Importance to This Job (I) 
N Does not apply 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
3 Average 
4 High 
5 Extreme 
148 I Civic obligations (because of the job the worker assumes. or is expected to 
assume, certain civic obligations or responsibilities) 
149 I Frustrating situations ,job situations in which attempts to deal with problems or 
to achieve job objectives are obstructed or hindered , and may thus contribute to 
frustration on the part of the worker) 
150 I Strained personal contacts (dealing with individuals or groups in .. unpleasant " or 
"strained" situations, for example, certain aspects of police work. cer1ain types of 
negotiations , handling certain mental patients. collecting past due bills. etc.) 
151 Personal sacrifice (being willing to make certain personal sacrifices while being 
of service to other people or the objectives of an organization, for example , in law 
enforcement, in the ministry, in social work, etc.: do not consider physical 
hazards here) 
152 Interpersonal conflict situations (job situations in which there are virtually inevit-
able differences in ojectives. opinions. or viewpoints between the worker and 
other persons or groups of persons. and which may "set the stage" for conflict, 
for example, persons involved in labor negotiations, supervisors who must 
enforce an unpopular policy, etc.) 
JOB CONTEXT and OTHER JOB CHARACTERISTICS 
5.3 Penonal and Socl• Aapec:ts (con'L) · 
153 S Non-job-required social contact (indicate. using the code below, the opportunity 
to engage in informal, non-job-required conversation, social interaction, etc., 
with others while on the job, for example, barber, taxi driver. receptionist, jour-
neyman and apprentice, etc.; do not include here the personal contacts required 
by the job as described in item 112) 
ode Opportunity for Non-job-required Social Contact 
1 Very infrequent (almost no opportunity) 
2 Infrequent (limited opportunity) 
3 Occasional (moderate opportunity) 
4 Frequent (considerable opportunity) 
5 Very frequent (almost continual opportunity) 
6 OTHER JOB CHARACTERISTICS 
6.1 Apparel Wom 
Code Applicability (A) 
N Does not apply 
1 Does apply 
For each item mark N (Does not apply) if the item does not apply, a one (1) if the item 
applies, Note : one or more items in this section may be applicable. 
154 A Business suit or dress (expected to wear presentable clothing such as tie and 
jacket, street dress. etc .• as customary in offices, stores, etc.) 
155 A Special uniform(apparel (nurse, police officer, bus driver, etc.} 
156 A Work clothing ("blue collar" appar~I worn in factories, construction work. etc.) 
157 A Protective clothing or gear (clothi"g or equipment worn as a regular part of the 
job to protect the worker, for example, safety helmets. goggles, noise suppres-
sors, safety shoes, insulated gloves or clothing, protective masks. etc.: this item 
\Joes not apply if worn only occasionally or rarely) 
158 A Informal attire (sportswear. etc .) 
159 A Apparel style optional 
8.2 Ucenatng 
160 ~ Licensing/certification required (such as a lawyer being certified by the Bar. etc.) 
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OTHER JOB CHARACTERISTICS 
1.3 Work Schedule Code Applicability ( A) 
N Does not apply 
1 Does apply 
97 
In each of the three groups of Items (in boxes) below: mark a one (1} for the item in each 
boxed group that most nearly applies; mark N tor all other items in the same boxed group. 
1.3.1 Continuity of Work <• Ntlw•nt to totlli yHr) 
161 fAl Regular work 
162 ~ I regular work (depending on weather, season, production changes , etc.) 
6.3.2 Regul•rtty of Working Hours 
163 ~ Regular hours (same basic work schedule every week) 
164 A Variable shift work (work shift varies from time to time) 
165 A Irregular hours (works variable or irregular hours . depending on requirements of 
employer. convenience of customers, etc., for example, i_nsurance agents, etc .) 
6.3.3 D•y-nlght Schedule 
166 ~ Typical day hours (typical from morning through late afternoon) 
167 A Typical night hours (Including work during the evening hours or at night) 
168 A Typical day and night hours (works some days and some nights, depending on 
work shifts . job demands. schedules, or other job factors . for example , some 
policemen, some truck drivers . some steelworkers, etc.) 
6.4 Job Dem•nm 
This section lists various types of demands 
that the job situation may impose upon work-
ers. usually requiring that they adapt to these 
in order to perform their work satisfactorily . 
Rate the following items in terms of how impor-
tant they are on the job . 
Code Importance to This Job (I) 
N Does not apply 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
3 Average' 
4 High 
5 Extreme 
169 Specified work pace (on continuous assembly line. etc .) 
170 Repetitive activities (performance of the same physical or mental activities 
repeatedly , without interruption. for periods of time) 
171 Cycled work activities (performance of a sequence or schedule of work activities 
which typically occU<s on a weekly, daily, or hourly basis and which typically 
allows the workers some freedom of action so long as they meet a schedule, for 
example, mail carriers making rounds on their routes. security guards patrolling 
their beat , etc .; do not include here activities more nearly described as repetitive 
etivities in item 170 above) 
OTHER JOB CHARACTERISTICS 
8.4 Job Demands (con't.) 
172 Following set procedures (need to follow specific set procedures or routines in 
order to obtain satisfactory outcomes, for example, following check-out lists to 
inspect equipment or vehicles, following procedures for changing a tire, per-
forming specified laboratory tests, etc.) 
173 Time pressure of situation (rush hours in a restaurant, urgent time deadlines, 
rush jobs, etc.) 
174 Precision (need to be more than normally precise and accurate) 
175 Attention to detail (need to give careful attention to various details of one's work, 
being sure that nothing is left undone) 
176 Recognition (need to identify, recognize. or "perceive" certain objects, eYents, 
processes, behavior, etc., or aspects, features, or properties thereof; this item is 
primarily concerned with "recognition" of that which is "sensed" by vision, 
hearing touch, etc.) 
,n I Vigilance: infrequent events (need to continually search for very infrequently 
occurring but relevant events in the job situation. for example , forest lookout 
watching for forest fires, worker observing instrument panel to identify infre-
quent change from "normal," etc.) 
178 I Vigilance: continually changing events (need to be continually aware of varia-
tions in a continually or frequently changing situation , for exampfe, driving in 
traffic, controlling aircraft traffic, continually watching frequently changing dials 
and gauges, etc .) 
179 Working under distractions (telephone calls, interruptions, disturbances from 
others, etc .) 
180 Updating job knowledge (need to keep job knowledge current. being informed of 
new developments related to the job) 
181 A Special talent (use this item only if a job requires some particularly creative or 
unique talent or skill that is not covered by other items; typically this item would 
apply to jobs in which the very unique skill or characteristic of the worker is 
clearly dominant. as in certain artistic activities ; the item may be used, however, 
in certain other kinds of situations , but only where there is some distinctly unique 
or special ski:I or talent in,olved) 
Special talent:------------------------
Codt1 Applicability (A) 
N Does not apply 
1 Does apply 
Code Amount of Time (T) 
N Does not apply (or is very 
incidental) 
1 Under 1/10 of the time 
2 Between 1/10 and 1/3 of 
the time 
3 Between 1/3 and 2/3 of the 
time 
4 C>ier 2/3 of the time 
5 Almost continually 
182 ~ Travel (indicate by code the proportion of timt1 the worker is required to travel, I usually overnight and away from the area of residence) 
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OTHER JOB CHARACTERISTICS 
1.5 Respontllblllty 
This section includes types of responsibility which may be associated with the decisions 
and actions of the worker. Indicate by code the degree of each type of responsibility 
Involved in the job. 
183 S Responsibility for the safety of others (Indicate, using the code below, the degree 
o which the work requires diligence and effort to prevent injury to others; do not 
nclude hazards beyond the control of the individual concerned with the job) 
Code Degree of Responsibility for the Safety of Others 
N Ooes not apply 
1 Very limited (worker has minimum responsibility for the safety of others, 
for example, use of small hand tools, nonhazardous machines, etc.) 
2 Limited (worker must exercise reasonable care in order to avoid injury to 
others, for example , operating lathes, punch presses, and other 
industrial machines, etc.} 
3 Intermediate (worker must beespecia//y careful in order to avoid injury to 
others, for example, operating overhead cranes. driving vehicles, etc.) 
4 Substantial (worker must exercise constant and substantial care in order 
to prevent serio .us injury to others, for example, handling dangerous 
chemicals, using explosives, etc.) 
5 Very substantial (the safety of others depends almost entirely on the 
correct action of the employee, for example, piloting an aircraft, 
performing major surgery, etc.) 
184 S Responsibility for material assets (indicate, using the code below, the degree to 
Lwhich the worker is directly responsible for waste. damage, defects, or other loss of value to material assets or property, such as materials, products, parts, equip-ment , cash, livestock, etc., that migh t be caused by inattention or inadequate j ob performance) · Code Degree of Responsibilf ty for Material Assets 
1 Very limited 
2 Limited 
3 Intermediate 
4 Substantial 
5 Very substantial 
185 S General responsibility (indicate, using the code below . the degree of "generar or 
overall responsibility associated with whatever activities are involved in the job, 
including consideration of the possible effects of the .person's work activities on 
the organization. on other people, on the work output, etc., excluding considera-
tion of responsibility for the safety of others or for material assets as described in 
item 183 and 184.) 
Code Degree of General Responsibility 
1 Very limited 
2 Limited 
3 Intermediate 
4 Substantial 
5 Very substantial 
OTHER JOB CHAAACTER1mcs 
1.6 Job Strvcture 
186 S Job structure (Indicate, using the code below, the amount of "structure" of the 
job, that is, the degree to which the job activities are "predetermined" for the 
worker by the nature of the work, the procedures, or other job characteristics; the 
more highly structured jobs permit less deviation from predetermined patterns, 
and little if any need for innovation, decision making, or adaptation to changing 
situations) 
Code Amount of Job Structure 
1 Very high structure (virtually no deviation from a predetermined job 
"routine," for example, routine assembly work, etc.) 
2 Considerable structure (only moderate deviation from predetermined 
work "routine" is possible, for example, stock handler, machine opera-
tor, etc.) 
3 Intermediate structure ( considerable change from a "routine" Is possible; 
work activities change considerable from day to day or even from hour 
to hour. but usually within some reasonable and expected bounds, for 
example, cafeteria manager, etc.) 
4 Limited structure (relatively little routine work; the job is characterized by 
considerable opportunity for improving methods, devices, etc., and 
the necessity of making decisions, for example, architect, industrial 
engineer, etc.) 
5 Very low structure (virtually no established "routine" of activities; the 
position involves a wide variety of problems which must be dealt with; 
the solutions to these problems allow for unlimited resourcefulness 
and initiative, for example, research chemist, corporation vice-presi-
dent, college professors, etc.) 
6.7 Crltlcality of Position 
187 S Criticality of position (indicate, using the code below, the degree to which the 
performance of activities associated with this job are critical in terms of their 
possible effects on the organizational operations, assets, reputation, etc., or on 
the public or other people. In rating-a job, consider particularly the possible 
detrimental effect of inadequate job performance: consider the duration of such 
consequences. whether immediate or long-term, their seriousness, and the 
extent to which they have restricted or wide-Rpread f"ffects) 
Code Degree of Criticality of Position 
1 Very low 
2 Low 
3 Moderate 
4 High 
5 Very high 
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OTHER JOB CHARACTERISTICS 
1.8 Pay/Income 
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The following items are used to describe the typical method or way in which the worker 
receives pay/income and the amount received. 
Method of Receiving Pay/Income Amount of Pay/Income (optional) 
For each item on this side, mark N if the For each method of receiving pay/in-
Item does not apply, and a one ( 1) if it does come listed at the left, that applies , 
apply. write in the approximate amount of 
pay/Income. This need only be report-
ed for one time period in each case. (If 
Code Applicability (A) this information is reported, it will be 
used only for research purposes, and 
N Ooes not apply will be held in strictut confidence.) 
1 Does apply 
188 A 
-
Salary 188 a. Weekly salary, or $_ 
b. Salary every 2 weeks. or $_ 
c. Monthly salary, or $_ 
d. Yearly salary $_ 
189 A Hourly wage 189 a. Wage per hour $_ 
190 A Incentive pay (individual or 190 a. Weekly average . or $_ 
- group) b. Monthly average $ _ 
191 
.A Commission 191 a. Weekly average, or $_ 
b. Monthly average. or $_ 
c. Yearly average $_ 
192 ~ Tips 192 a. Weekly average, or $_ 
b. Monthly average. or $_ 
c. Yearly avC!f'age $_ 
193 ~ Supplementary compensation 193 a. yearly average $_ (for example, stocks . profit shar-
ing, dividends , bonuses, dona-
tions, gifts, etc.) 
194 A. Self-employed 194 a. Yearly average $_ 
Permiaaion to reproduce the PAQ waa granted by the Pardue 
Research loundation, West La~ayette, Indiana 47906, (1982) 
~ppend~-
JAPQ Dimensions 
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DEFINITIONS OF DIMENSIONS OF WORK 
The "Dimensions of Work: found in the JAPQ are weighted combinations of 
individual items. The weights assigned were found by factor analyzing 
those items as they were rated on a sample of jobs proportionately drawn 
to approximate the number of positions found in the U.S. economy 
(according to the 1970 U.S. Census). The sample consisted of 2200 
positions selected from the PAQ data bank which are believed to represent 
on the basis of job content approximately 90% of the positions found in 
the United States. The sampling plan is indicated in Figure 1. 
Figure 1 
Basic Sampling Plan for Positions Included 
·in the "~forl d of Work" Sample 
Occupational Categories 
(classified by DOT Codes which 
Correspond to Census Data 
0, 1 Professional, Technical, and 
Managerial Occupations 
2 Clerical and Sales Occupations 
20-24 Clerical Occupations 
25-29 Sales Occupations 
3 · Service Occupations 
4 Fanning, Fishery, Forestry, 
and Related Occupations 
5 Processing Occupations 
6 Machine Trades Occupations 
7 Bench Work Occupations 
8 Structural Work Occupations 
9 Miscellaneous Occupations 
Percentage in Labor 
Force and Percentage 
of Positions Sampled 
24.5 
16.9 
8.3 
13.1 
3.6 
2.4 
7.2 
5.3 
8.2 
10.2 
The separate factor analysis process used (Principal Components Analysis 
with Varimax Rotation) statistically determines which groups of job 
el ernents tend to be found together on jobs. Such groups of items 
contribute to a score which in this context is called a "dimension of 
work" score. By examining the degree to which item ratings are 
correlated with the dimension of work scores one can get an idea about 
the underlying nature of the dimension. Such information may be used to 
interpret and name the dimensions. 
On the pages which follow, the names and definitions assigned to each 
dimension along with items which correlate substantially (greater than 
.30 or less than -.30) with the dimension scores are presented. Some 
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dimensions have many items which contribute substantially to their scores 
and others have but few. A general estimate of how strongly the 
dimensions incorporate the item scores is given in terms of the 
11percentage of item variance" for ,thich the dimension accoun~ed. This 
percentage is found immediately after the dimension title. 
Job D'i mens ions 
1. MAKING DECISIONS, COMMUNICATING, AND HAVING RESPONSIBILITY (16.5% of 
the variance) 
This dimension is the most inclusive of all the dimensions, having 
substantial correlations with many of the job elements. Job activities 
and situations which involve high levels of reasoning, analysis, and 
decision making dominate this dimension. Additionally, communication 
activities and responsibility are important aspects of this dimension. 
Job elements (items) which are highly correlated with this dimension 
fol 1 ow: 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
52. 
53. 
58. 
54. 
34. 
60. 
56. 
85. 
135. 
69. 
35. 
83. 
134. 
68. 
137. 
136. 
59. 
84. 
71. 
146. 
67. 
82. 
132. 
66. 
55. 
148. 
11. 
72. 
36. 
149. 
150. 
79. 
Advising 
Negotiating 
Exchanging specialized information 
Persuading 
Combining infonnation 
Writing 
Intervi e1ti ng 
·Disagreements or conflict situations 
Reasoning in problem solving _ 
Middle management 
Analyzing infonnation 
Unpleasant personal contacts 
Decision making level 
Executives or officials 
Education 
Amount of planning 
Public speaking 
Personal sacrifice in the service of others 
Professional personnel 
General responsibility 
Serving as a staff member 
Frustrating situations 
Need to keep job knowledge current 
Coordinating activities 
Teaching 
Job Structure 
Observing the behavior of people or animals 
Semi-professional personnel 
Gathering, grouping, or classifying information 
Critically of Position 
Civic Obligations 
Special interest groups 
CORR ELA TI ON 
.844 
.813 
.805 
.792 
.790 
.785 
.769 
.760 
• 757 
.740 
.730 
• 729 
.728 
• 723 
.722 
• 711 
.709 
.709 
.704 
.700 
.699 
.695 
.665 
.657 
.652 
.638 
.637 
.631 
.624 
.620 
.621 
• 582 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
86. 
73. 
147. 
77. 
76. 
140. 
33. 
143. 
80. 
14. 
65. 
1. 
95. 
120. 
139. 
130. 
142. 
131. 
138. 
63. 
129. 
74. 
26. 
75. 
3. 
128. 
70. 
93. 
37. 
30. 
13. 
99. 
Distractions 
Personnel engaged in office work 
Supervision received 
Students, trainees, or apprentices 
The public generally 
Level of mathematics 
Estimating time 
Personnel responsibility 
Sales personnel 
Listening to spoken infonnation 
Supervising non-employees 
Reading 
Technical devices 
Traveling 
Experience 
Recognition 
Supervision given 
Vigilance 
Training 
Entertaining 
Attention to detail 
Purchasing agents 
Judging condition or quality 
Customers 
Using graphic materials 
· Precision 
Supervisors 
Writing and drawing instruments 
Coding or decoding 
Estimating speed of processes 
Viewing ~rt, decorations, etc. 
Keyboard devices 
2. OPERATING VEHICLES (5.4) 
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CORRELATION 
.549 
.539 
.530 
.516 
.515 
.496 
.485 
.475 
.473 
.446 
.444 
.435 
.432 
.423 
.408 
.391 
.390 
.362 
.353 
.349 
.347 
. 346 
.342 
.334 
.330 
.329 
.323 
.322 
.319 
.313 
.305 
.302 
This dimension is characterized by job activities, work behaviors, or 
situations which are frequently associated with operating vehicles. 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
100. 
114. 
97. 
19. 
20. 
49. 
9. 
29. 
10. 
116. 
101. 
Highway or rail vehicles 
Working outdoors 
Controls: Used continuously 
Using distance vision 
Using depth perception 
Eye-hand/foot coordination 
Observing features of nature 
Estimating speerl of moving objects 
Observing or inspecting man-~ade feature of environment 
Working with vibrating equipment 
Powered mobile equipment 
CORRELATION 
• 714 
.701 
.680 
.645 
.596 
.565 
.554 
.545 
.533 
.516 
.454 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
120. 
144. 
124. 
123. 
25. 
141. 
122. 
89. 
24. 
Traveling 
Safety responsibility 
Pennanent total disability or death 
Pennanent injury or illness 
Body balancing 
Physical exertion 
Injury or illness for 1 day or more but not permanent 
Long-handle tools 
Body movement sensing 
3. USING MACHINES, TOOLS, AND INSTRUMENTS (8.4) 
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CORR ELA TI ON 
.451 
.430 
.396 
.388 
.384 
.357 
.350 
.332 
.326 
This dimension is characterized by behaviors frequently associated with 
th~ use of machines, tools, and/or instruments. 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
41. 
38. 
88. 
48. 
91. 
92. 
40. 
6. 
90. 
87. 
8. 
96. 
98. 
28. 
47. 
16. 
94. 
7. 
39. 
105. 
4. 
27. 
49. 
118. 
46. 
141. 
22. 
23. 
25. 
32. 
20. 
44. 
95. 
3. 
Assembing or dissembling 
Setting up or adjusting equipment 
Other hand tools 
Hand-ann steadiness 
Hand-held precision power tools 
Other hand-held power tools 
Controlling or guiding materials being processed 
Using measuring devices 
·Handling devi ces or too l s 
Precision hand tools 
Observing things you are working with 
Processing machines and equipment 
Controls: not used continuously 
Estimatin9 speed of moving parts 
Hand-arm manipulation 
Touching 
Applicators 
Observing and listening to mechanical devices in use 
Using hands directly to change things 
Operating equipment 
Using patterns and related devices 
Inspecting 
Eye-hand coordination 
Working under dirty conditions 
Feeding/off-bearing 
Physical exertion 
Recognizing sound patterns 
Recognizing sounds by loudness, tone, or pitch quality 
Body balancing 
Estimating size 
Using depth perception 
Highly-skilled body coordination 
Technical devices 
Using graphic materials 
CORR ELA TI ON 
.732 
• 721 
• 693 
.690 
.678 
.639 
.634 
• 584 
.569 
• 563 
.545 
• 542 
• 531 
• 525 
• 521 
.509 
.508 
.481 
.4 71 
.453 
.431 
.411 
.410 
.408 
.389 
.384 
• 371 
• 371 
.377 
.370 
.367 
.342 
.340 
.335 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
89. 
30. 
104. 
21. 
26. 
17. 
11. 
119. 
51. 
144. 
115. 
Long-handle tools 
Estimating speed of processes 
Man-moved mobile equipment 
Using color perception 
Judging condition or quality 
Smelling 
Kneeling or stooping 
Working in awkward or small work spaces 
Hand-ear coordination 
Safety responsibility 
Working in contaminated air 
4. PERFORMING PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES {2.6) 
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CORRELATION 
.334 
.326 
.323 
.322 
.321 
.318 
.313 
.306 
.301 
.301 
.300 
This dimension is characterized by activities involving body movement of 
various types. 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
109. 
43. 
104. 
107. 
42. 
11.. 
141. 
89. 
127. 
94. 
108. 
Walking or running 
Physically handling objects, materials, animals, etc. 
Man-moved mobile equipment 
Sitting 
Arranging or positioning 
Kneeling or stooping 
·Physical exertion 
Long-handle tools 
Cycled work activities 
Applicators 
Standing 
5. OPERATING KEYBOARD AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT (2.7) 
CORRELATION 
.611 
.584 
.533 
.500 
.483 
.477 
.401 
.400 
.358 
.347 
.315 
This dimension is characterized by activities and situations often found 
in an office environment involving clerical equipment and activities. 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
50. 
45. 
99. 
62. 
107. 
57. 
51. 
73. 
86. 
39. 
37. 
108. 
36. 
Limb movement without visual control 
Finger manipulation 
Keyboard devices 
Code communications 
Sitting 
Exchanging routine information 
Hand-ear coordination 
Personnel engaged in office work 
Distractions 
Using hands directly to change things 
Coding or decoding 
Standing 
Gathering, grouping, or classifying information 
CORR ELA TI ON 
.671 
.618 
.596 
.476 
.460 
.438 
.423 
.384 
.369 
.357 
.353 
.351 
.321 
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6. MONITORING AND/OR CONTROLLING EQUIPMENT AND/OR PROCESSES (3.1) 
This dimension is characterized by the sensing of infonnation which may be 
used to monitor and/or control equipment or processes. 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
15. 
5. 
22. 
23. 
7. 
131. 
98. 
61. 
12. 
51. 
144. 
29. 
17. 
28. 
Listening to sounds-other than someone speaking 
Using visual displays 
Recognizing sound patterns 
Recognizing sound by loudness, pitch or tone quality 
Observing and listening to mechanical devices in use 
Vigilance 
Controls: not used continuously 
Signaling 
Observing the events or circumstances around you 
Hand-ear coordination 
Safety responsibility 
Estimating speed of moving objects 
Smelling 
Estimating speed of moving parts 
7. WORK I NG UNDER UNCOMFORTABLE CONDITIONS ( 2. 7) 
CORRELATION 
.645 
.642 
.637 
.520 
.425 
.420 
.416 
.415 
.371 
.352 
.345 
.333 
.330 
.309 
This dimension is characterized by a variety of work conditions \'lhich 
require the workers to tolerate physically uncomfortable conditions. 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
117. 
115. 
119. 
112. 
118. 
113. 
116. 
110. 
111. 
Working under poor lighting -conditions 
Working in contaminated air 
Working in awkward or small work spaces 
Wo~king irdoors in high temperatures 
Working under dirty conditions 
Working indoors in low temperatures 
Working with vibrating equipnent 
Climbing 
Kneeling or stooping 
8. WORKING WITH ART-DECOR/ENTERTAINMENT ( 1. 8) 
CORRELATION 
.643 
.617 
.615 
.605 
.542 
.512 
.425 
.414 
.322 
This dimension is characterized by a mix of somel'1hat related items having 
entertainment, public content, and/or artistic connotations. 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
63. Entertaining 
65. Supervising non-employees 
13. Viewing art, decorations, etc. 
4. Using patterns and related devices 
9. Observing features of nature 
3. Using graphic materials 
59. Puhlic speaking 
CORRELATION 
.518 
.449 
.432 
.390 
.332 
.319 
.309 
9. PERFORMING SUPERVISORY DUTIES (1.5) 109 
This dimension is characterized by supervising or directing others and is 
also associated with job experience. 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
142. 
143. 
139. 
Supervision given 
Personnel responsibility 
Experience 
10. PERFORMING ESTIMATING ACTIVITIES (1.7) 
CORRELATION 
.645 
.632 
.336 
This dimension is characterized by various estimation activities including 
the estimation of quanitity, speed, conditions, size, or time. 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
31. Estimating quanitity 
30. Estimating speed of processes 
26. Judging condition or quality 
32. Estimating size 
27. Inspecting 
33. Estimating time 
8. Observing things you are working with 
11. PROCESSING WRITTEN INFORMATION (2.6) 
CORR ELA TI ON 
.505 
.465 
.402 
.402 
.392 
.378 
.374 
This dimension is dominated by the use of materials in written form 
although other forms of information also contribute to the dimension. 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
2. 
1. 
129. 
128. 
140. 
132. 
93. 
37. 
3. 
36. 
14. 
Using numP.rical materials 
Reading 
Attention to detail 
Precision 
Level of mathematics 
Need to keep job knowledge current 
Writing and drawing instruments 
Coding or decoding 
Using graphic materials 
Gathering, grouping, or classifying information 
Listening to spoken information 
12. WORKING HIIB BUYERS, CUSTOMERS, AND SALESPERSONS (I.4) 
CORR ELA TI ON 
• 595 
.551 
.526 
• 511 
.470 
.404 
.402 
.375 
.370 
.320 
.305 
This dimension is dominated by contact with persons who are involved with 
buying and/or selling although other types of personnel also may be 
contacted. 
JOB ELEMENT 
74. Purchasing agents 
TITLE CORRELATION 
• 591 
75. Customers 
81. Skilled and unskilled workers 
13. WORKING UNDER HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS (2.3} 
110 
.500 
.373 
This dimension is characterized by working conditions where there are 
relatively high levels of physical danger to the worker. 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
122. 
123. 
124. 
121. 
144. 
Injury or illness which would prevent work for one 
full day or more, but would not have permanent effects 
Permanent injury or illness 
Permanent total disability or death 
Minor injury or illness which might result in a day or 
or less of lost time 
Safety responsibility 
14. PERFORMING PACED AND/OR REPETITIVE ACTIVITIES 
CORR ELA TI ON 
.709 
.708 
.681 
.606 
.328 
Thi s dimensi on is characterized by activ i ties which are performed at a 
specified pace and/o r repetitive in nature. 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
125. A set speci fied rate of 1'/ork 
126. Repetitive activities 
130. · Recognition 
15. WORKING vlITH AERIAL AND ACQUATIC EQUIPMENT 
CORRELATION 
.702 
.596 
.282 
This dimension is characterized by work involving powered water or air 
vehicles . 
JOB ELEMENT TITLE 
102. 
103. 
106. 
24. 
Pm-,ered water vehicles 
Air or space vehicles 
Remote-controlled equipment 
Body movement sensing 
16. CATERING. SERVING, SMELLING, AND TASTING (1.5) 
CORRELATION 
.590 
.506 
.390 
.304 
This dimension is characterized by activities frequently involving the 
preparation and/or serving of food. 
JOB ELEMENT 
18. Tasting 
17. Sme 11 i ng 
64. Serving or catering 
TITLE 
90. Handling devices or tools 
Source: Mecham, 1981 
CORRELATION 
.675 
.481 
.455 
.312 
Appendix C 
JAPQ 
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Form X 
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Job Activity Preference Questionnaire (J APQ) 
lobert C. Medlam, Alma F. Harm, Ernest J. McCormick, P. R. Je&nMret 
Tlllf purpc19t of tllil q1NStl01111&lre Is to obtain a -- of your job lnlenst& or preferenCH . llcb IDdiYidual lw difrmnt 
la&nw&a, 11> &!Mn are no n,ht or wroac annren. 
Tlllf qwstlonnalrt Is dlYided into nine lfftiom. ach of the .ectlom contains a llstine of work actiYlllea or situations. For each 
19dioa tbert " a ntinc acale that you are to uw In ratinc bow much you would want •ch of the work acliYitie, or situat ions 
to lie a part ol a job that you micht 11>-tlmt haft. 
ID ratmc tbe work ac:tlYltles and lit111tlo111, do not attempt to relate your respon.es direct!>· to any specific job or occupation. 
llatber, colllider Heh Item aeparately, and Indicate the Ifft( of your tnterest in the activity or situation as a part or anr job 
that you mcht comider . AA you rate ach work actiYlty or &ltuation, usume that an opportunity would be a,-ailable for you 
lo pt any requlml education or traininC. 
Ordinarily, a aeparate 1111wer sheet la mrd on which you mark your answen . If you are to llff a aeparate answer sheet. MAKE 
NO MARKS ON TIUS BOOKLET llince It may be uaed apin. Directions for completine the answer sheet are found on the 
811ftr sheet and should be d111ely followed. If the imtruc:tlom are not clear, uk the person administerine this questionnaire 
for help . 
Sr..rral different methods may be uaed to analyu your answen . If the answers are to be aent away for processing , the 
lfparate optically scanned answer sheet m115t lw completed. If answered directly throueh a computer terminal or rnanuallr 
ICOl'ed the uae of the optically scanned answer ahfft is optional. 
PERSONAL INFORMATION 
(Complete this aection ONLY ir a aeparate '"""" &httt is not uaed .) 
!Mt Namt flnt Name Middle Name I Social S.curity Number I Year or Birth 
I I 
Employer, If preiently employed Occupation , if employed 
Namt 
Oty State 
Education (check one) Vocational . technica l, 
or related tra ining 
8 or leu Some Hi&h school Some College Advan~d (number or months ) 
years hich school pduate colleee decl'fe decree 
D D D D D D 
School or colle,e , if pre .. nlly a stulknt Pre..,nt Date 
Nanw 
Oty St,,te 
Su (check one) 
Your Addffu : Street 
Malt Female 
Oty State Zip ___ D D 
C..,,yr.i,t 8 1972 . 1910. Robert C. Mecham. Alma F. Harris . Ernest J . McCormick. and P. R. Jcannrret. 
A substannal part of tlm docu-nt is r,pnntrd from O,t l'olitioft ,c,,./y,u (lu,rtioft,wir, (l'A Qi . Copyr11h1 9 1969. Purdu< Ruu rch 
f.....,41,ion. ufayrttr . lndana . 
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IECTION 1 
lllfom.tlon la Meded to perform any type or work, and that Information can come from many different 10ur•s . Uw the 
IIIIIIINII from Oto 5 on tM ra1ln& acalit to mark how much you would lib to u,e or enpre In each of tbt followinc activities 
to pt tM "Information" DNded in yow- work . Mark the 1n1wer on the Optical Scanninc Sheet (or enter the ftlue on a com . 
puwr lllrminal, ar man: ID the apece pro tided ii illltnlcud to do 10) whicb corresponds to the ..iue you choow. 
llATING SCALE 
O None 
1 Very limited 
2 Umited 
I Modtnte 
4 Considerable 
5 Very emnslft 
EXAMPLE 
Btpaiate Optical Scannln& Answtr Sheet 
1 oi',,,;; 
If 1n1,nn are to ~ ~~ in ~klet 
_.i_ 1. Radin& (boob , reporti, omoe note,, job Instructions, 
etc.) 
--1 . Readinc (boob, reporta, offioe notes, job lmtructio111, etc .) 
--2 . Usin& numerical materials (tablet or numbtn, 1ccounta, 1peci!icatio111, prioe lilts, etc .) 
-- S. Usinr c,aph ic materials (pictllffS, drawin&s, blueprints, diarn111.1, maps , tncinrs , X-n)' films, TV pictures, etc. ) 
__ 4. Uain.1 patterru and related dtYioes (1tendls, patterru, templates, etc .) 
-- S. lJsini fllual dilplay, (dials, p~ al&ntl lirhts, radar 1cope1, apeedometen , docks, etc .) 
--6. Usinc meuwinr devices (ru~n. calipen, tire preuure raures. 1c1IH, tbermoiMten, etc.) 
__ 7. Otleerrinc and liltenin& to mechmical dtYices In iR (tools, eqwpment, machinery , etc.) 
-- 8. Obwrri111 thincs you ai-. workln& with (matuials , parts or objects , such u bread douch beinr mixed , wood being 
cut , metal beine welded , boxes being lnffnloried, lterru btin& inapected, etc .) 
__ 9. ~rT!n& fHtum of nature (lancbcapes, fields, polO(ical amp~,. plants, cloud formations, or othtr features of 
nature) 
--10 . ObMrTin& or inapecti111 man -made fntW"H of the enYironment (bulldiJlls , darru, bifhways, bridcts , docks , railroads , 
etc .) 
--11 . ~ tbt bebe 'rior of peopi. or animals 
--12 . 0-rTin& the tftnta or drc:umatanoe, around you (flow of tnffic, moftmtnt of materi&h, airport control towtr 
opentions, etc.) 
__ U . Vwwinc art, clecontio111, etc . (p&lnttncs, aculpture, jewelry, window dilplay1, etc.) 
_ a . Lllt.tntnc to apobn Information (inltructio111, conftnations , lnterritwa, meetincs, diacuaions, etc .) 
--H> . Lllt.tnlnc to eounda-otbtr than IOmtOM apewnc (u,nals, born&, whist~, . musical lnltruments,enpne sounds , etc .) 
--16. Tnuehlni 
__ 11. S-Wnc 
--18 . Tlsttnc 
2 
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SE.t'TION 2 
Raw bow tmportant Jou wvuld Uke •ch or tbe followlnc abilities and acti'ritles to be In Jour work . Apin lllf the number& 
O&o&. 
--19 . Vue clawice tllloo (watdllnc tblnp at diltances beyond arm', reach) 
- 20. Ullq dtpth pmitption Oudlinc the dllwice from Jounelf to an ob_;.c:t, or the 
6:tanClf bitt-n ob;.cu, u In 1\llllllnc a crane, op,tnlinC a dentilt'a drill , etc .) 
__ n. 1JIUlc color p,trcitptlon (t.tlllq tbt dltf.-.nce bet-n tblnp by color) 
--22. ~ aound pett.tru (Korw CDde, IINrt II.ala, mclne not nmnlnc 
,roperly, etc.) 
RATING SCALE 
O No importance 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
8 Aftra,e 
.. Hich 
r, Extnme importance 
--23. JlitcocnlziDC aounda by loudn-. pitch or tone quality (IUD.ml planOI, ffpalrinc JOund 1y1tema, etc.) 
--24. Body IIIOftmtnt wnaln1 (dittectq ~· in the ~ction or lpHd at which you att moY!111, without 115in1 aight 
or bearln&, u In ny1n& aircraft, worltin1 in a submarine, ittc.) 
__ 25. Body balancinc (wallting on ateei bealD5, climblnc h1'b polea, worltinc on aittp roof5, etc .) 
__ 26. .1udcin& condition or quality (antique dea~r. appniwr, ;.we~,. imd car dlurr, coin da.ler, etc .) 
-- 27 . lnapedinc (lladinC or rindinc deCe cu) 
--28 . Estlmatinc apHd of mo'rinc parta (the rnolutiona per mlnule of a motor, tbe ap,ted at which a lathe turns , etc .) 
__ 29 . &timllinC lipHd of moYlnc ob;.cta (the apHd of wbides, speed of m1teriall mo'rinc on a conwyor belt, etc .) 
__ so_ F.timatinc aPff(I of pro- (chemical ruc:tioru, .._mbly operatlom, timlne or food pffparation , etc .) 
-- 81. utimatinc quantity (number of board feet or lumber in a toe. -i.,ht or a steer, number of bacteria in an area by 
look.inf throueh a miCT01,COpe, 1ttc.) 
__ s2. utimat ine lizl (hel&ht or a trft , measuremenu or a box, etc .) 
__ 33. utimatln& time (time to make a deUftry, to WrviClf a pieor of ~uipnwnt, ittc.) 
___ $4 . Combininc information (weather forcaater uaine different pieces of information to preapre • weather report, pilot 
ualnc different blu or Information to ny a plaor, &dentist deftlopinc • new theory . etc .) 
-- 85. Analyzinc information (lnlerpretinc financial reporu , determinln& why an automobile enfine will not run , diagnos · 
IDC an llln"5 , etc .) 
--16. Gatberlnc, ,roupq, or clualfYinc Information (prep-,inc reporu, filinc corresponMnce, etc .) 
__ 17. Codiq or ditcodinc (readinc Mom code , tran&latinc fortiiJl lancua&es, shorthand, etc.) 
--18. s-tUnc up or adjuatq itqulp-nt (wttinc up a lathe or driU preaa, adjuatinc an enctnt carburetor, etc .) 
-- • · Ustnc hands direct!)" to c:hanc• thincJ (lllin( the bands directly to ~ or alter or to modify peop~ , materiall, 
,n,ducu, etc. For e:ump~. wrappinc s-ckap• , forminC pottery at a wheel, Chine aoawone a -c•. ttc.) 
-- '°· Oootrolllnc or cul dine materlak be Inc iwo-d ( open tine a •wine m1chint, opera tine a ilc ••, etc . 
-- -41. AmembllDc or cliauwmblinc (puttlnc pan. toptber to forzn a complele Item, or taltlnc an Item apart) 
-- C2 . .Amln&lnc or pcl9ttjoniDC (pladnc objtcu, -t.trlala, penoaa, anlmala, etc., In a specific pocltion or arnncement) 
I 
_,s. Pllylically bandlinl ob~cta. matmals, animals, human beinls , etc . (loadin1 or 
•loadlne trllcb, wmlne acthitie,, takJne eart.or 1Mbie1 in a nurvry, etc .) 
-" · Hlsbly Uilled body coordination acthltin (athletics, dandne, etc .) 
RATING SCALE 
O No lmportan<:1! 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
I Aftract 
' Mich 
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_,s . F\DlfT n.nlpulation (makine artful tinier moftments in -..rtous types of 
eeti'ritiea., such u iD tbe iae of predlion tools, repalrine watdlft, playinl the 
p6auo, etc.) 5 Extnme importanc,, 
--"- ~111 /off-bearine (f•dlnc materials Into a machine or removinc materials from 
a machine°' piece of proanaine equlpawnt) 
_47 _ Hand.arm manipulation (acthltles in,olYinc band and arm mo-.rments , u micht be used in repairinc automob iles, 
.. ~Ill products. etc .) 
_ ,s. Hand.arm stadiDea ~ band and arm moftmenta, u qht be neceuary In usinc a weldine torch or in per -
farminl •Ullery, etc.) 
-- 49. Eye-hand /foot coordination (Ow coordination of hand and /or foot moftmenh with what iJ -n) 
__ 50. Limb moftmtnt without risual control (moftment of body limbs from one position to another without t he use or 
.won) 
__ 51. Hand.ear coordination (the coordination of band moftments with sounds or Instruc t ions tha t are beard ) 
--52. AdYisinc (us~ legal, financia l. 1cienlific, techn ical, cliuical, spiritual , or other profus iona l principles to counsel 
or &uide individuals ) 
_s3. ~1otiat inc (du linc with otMn to reach an &grttment or solut ion , for example , labor barea inin&, dip lomati r 
alatioiu , etc. ) 
-- 54. ~nuadine (lnfiuenc:irle othen , u In wllinc or politica l carnpaicnine ) 
__ 57. Exchanrinc routin, Informat ion (Chine and rec,eivinc rou tine lnformat ion u might be done by a ticket acent , 
&ui-cab disr- t cher , et c. ) 
__ 58 . Exchancinl ~cialiud information (civin& and receiYinC ~cialiud information , as mi&ht be done in I professional 
c,ommitttt IDfflin&, or u •n1 ineen micht do wben diJCUl&in& 1 product de.ti n , etc .) 
-- 59. Public IJl'U.Uli 
__ 60. WritiDI (lttt.en, repona, newspaper art iciff , etc .) 
--61 . Sicnalinl (band qnaa, wmaphore, whistlft , horns, bells, Uchts, etc .) 
--62. ()ode communicatioru (tele,raph , c,yptocraphy , shorthand , etc .) 
-- 63. Sntertainine (performLne to ammt or entenain otben) 
__ M. 8fnlq or caterin1 (perlorminc pe'l'lonal eemc,e1, Clf attend inc to the nHdi or othns , for examplt , waiting on 
tllblK, bainlffaine, ttc . ) 
__ 65 . Superrillnc non•mployees (studenu, patients , camptn . etc .) 
--66 . Ooonlinatine actiYltiel (aoclal dncCor , committee dlairman , etc .) 
--67 . &enln11111 utr member (adYlllne, couultine , and lifflll other types of Uliltanc,e to manqprMnt personnel . for 
ezamplt , lepl ad'riltr, accountant , etc .) 
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SECI'ION 3 
Different jobl .!!!I!!!!! Jou to ~i. wltb different t)'llft of lndhlduals . How Important would you want p,nonal contact 
with tile Collewlnc type, of IDdlYlduala to be'? Ooatinut llliDC the._ mctnc scale. 
--68. Encuu- or offldall (11>wmment adm.lniltnton, corporation 'riet-presidentl, 
plant 1uperint.ndenta, etc.) 
--•· lllddle lllllllll'f-nt (dlffllon or didrlct maz11Cen) 
__ '70. 8uptnilan (ftnt lrwl IIIPffrilon, ottlee mana,en, etc.) 
--'11. Prof.-ional penc,nnel (dodon, lawyen, lldentilt&, •nch-n, profeuon, 
tladle11, etc.) 
__ 72. Stmi-profnsional penonnel (wclmidam, draftamen, clftipie11, phot<>lflphen, 
_....yon,etc .) 
__ 73. l'llnoDMI ftllllPd in office work (derk&, bookteepen, reetptionilt,, etc.) 
__ 74. l'llrchuinc •nta (indl'riduala who buy for companies) 
__ 75. Clldo-n (u In l&cnl or restaurants) 
11.ATING SCALE 
O No lmportanc-e 
1 Very minor 
2 Low 
3 Awrac• 
' ffieh 
5 E:rtnme lmportanc-e 
__ '76. The public 1etma1ly (1uc:h u with whom police officen, park attendants , etc. ml&ht come in contact ) 
__ 77. Student&, trainee,, or apprentice, 
__ 78 . Clients, patients, or lndl'riduall bein& counae~d 
__ 79. &p.dal lnte1e1t lfOUPI (l&ockholden, property owners, lobbyists, etc .) 
-- 80. Salff penonMl 
_ . _ 81. Skilled and umii l»d wort en 
SECTION 4 
FoUowinC an fiw job lltuations or drC'llmst&nCfl . U• lM numbrn from O to 5 to indicate how much or each ygu would be 
wll.linc to aceept In your work . 
__ 82. FnaJtratin& lituatioru (1ltuatlon1 in which you would become frustrated beca~ 
rour attempts to do aomethin& qht be hindered or obstrucud) 
__ 83. Unpleuant penonal contact& (aome types or police work, bandline certain 
-ntal patient&, etc.) 
--"· PltnooaJ aaifice In tbe •nice or otben (u milbt be required by a policeman, 
mlniawr of n-licion, IOCl&J worur, etc .) 
__ 85. DIIIJwmenta or conflict llltuatlona (u mllht be llnol'ftd In labor 11e1otlation1, 
mforct-nt of an 11Dpopulu poUey, etc .) 
--"· DLlhetlom (w-,bone Clllla, bl&emaptlo111 and dilturtluct1 from otben, etc .) 
RATING SCALE 
O None 
1 Very little 
2 Utile 
3 Moderate amount 
4 Coruiderable 
5 I..aree amount 
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SFL'TION 6 
Ult die alllllbffl flom O lo 5 lo bldic:aa. llpW much fOU WOl&ld lb lo - Neb of the followtq dt,t- or pie9' of equipment 
111,ourwork.. 
_17. Pl'ldlklD Miid tooll (t111nwr'1 &oola, ~·, &Doll, -slc:al ~ta. etc.) 
_ .... ()&lllr llud tooll ~. Wl'IDc:bn, ml-, NmDR, etc.) 
- • . Lolll-illndJ,t tools (}aoe&, nDl, lbowll , pleb , UN, brooml , etc.) 
_ 90. IIDdliq dt'fl- or &Doll (&onll, ladlea, dippers, forcmpta, etc., -.d for mo'flDI or 
111111111111 objed, and -leriall) 
__ t l . .Halld-btld pllldllon pe>Wft tooll (dtntllt ckilll, .. ldlna equipment , ttc .) 
__ ,2. Other band-beld po- &ooll (ordhmy power 1111'1, drllJa, andtn, dlppen, etc.) 
__ 93. Wrlttnc ud dnwt111 lllltrumtnta (pna , pendll, artist', bi,llbn, draftinc equlp!Dfflt, et c.) 
__ 94. .Applic:8ton (bflllhe', np , paint rollen , .-<! In applylnC eolutlons, imterialll , etc .) 
--•~ - Technic:al deli- (came,ras, l&opwatdln , lllde rules , etc.) 
--96. Procnmn, imc:hinel 111d equipment (lad to procra or modify part&, objects , materials , etc .) 
BATING SCALE 
O None 
1 VffY limited 
2 Umlted 
8 Moderate 
4 Conlldenble 
fi Very ex&.ensi tt 
__ 97 . Oontrols : ~ cont inuousl y (control& reqlllrine cont inuous adjus t men t or man ipulat ion, for example , atulera t or , 
ll&ftrin, wheel , etc .) 
--98 . Contro ls: not lad cootlnuous ly (con tr ols u.c! to nart or stop , to let posit ions on a mach ine , etc. ) 
--99 . Xeyboerd dnicits (piuoc, typewrlwn , addinc machine, , etc .) 
--100. ffichway or mU whicles (automobilft, trucks , biaes , tnins, etc. ) 
_ · _101 . Powerwd mobile equipment (fork llfta , •lf -propeiled lawn mowen, niad sncSen, tracton, etc .) 
--102. Po'ftftd nter wbides (lhlpa , 1ubmarinft, motor boall, etc.) 
__ 103. Air or q,aee wbicles (plaDes, IMUcopten , bllllooaa, 1llcwn, rocket&hlp&, etc .) 
--104 . Man-mowd mobile equipment (band-puahed lawn mo'ftn , wheel bam>WI, noor pollaben , etc .) 
_ 105. Operatlnr equipmni t (cnnn , bollta , elewton , ~ -> 
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IECTION 6 
Ult tbe aumllen ftom O to 5 to IDdimw bow mud! of roar wortmc u- ,ou would be wllliDI to lpftld In the foUowtnc 
edlYltill ar adft UM foUowtJic c:lraum&uicn . 
-107 . 81UiJ11 
-108. llandiq 
-109 . WaWDc or '1IDDIDI 
_ u o. Oimbtllc (far tDJIIPI,, 11- palnwr, wlepbo11t line ,wpm. tk.) 
-111. KnNlinc or s&ooplJII (ar o&llft body pmltlom wllidi llllY be 1mcom· 
fonablt OI' awtward) 
llATING SCALE 
O None 
1 Under 1{10 of tbe time 
2 Bet-11 1{10 and 113 of th, time 
I Between 113 1111d 2/3 of the time 
4 Owr 2/3 of the tlme 
6 .Almolt conti11ually 
-112 . W«t1n1 indoon In lllch temperaturn (condltiona ln which you llllY be uncomfortable , aueh u in boiler rooms , 
around furaac:es, •I.e.) 
--113. W«ldnc lndoon In low tempn1tlll'N (conditions In which you would be dermltely cold e,en thouch you wore 
.. _.y clothinl, auch u In retn,eral.ed rooms, etc .) 
-11' . W«kio& outdoora (under different watber conditloaa) 
--lHi . W«kin& in contaminated air (di.St, fwnes , 111DOke, bed odon, etc .) 
-116. WorkiJic with Ylbr1t111r equipment (equipment that Ylbrates tbe whole bod y or body limbs (dr ivinc • tnctor or 
end: , operatJnc 1111 air hammer , etc .) 
--117 . Workin& under poor liehtlnc conditions (not enouct, lieht , uc:essiw clare, etc .) 
--118 . Worltinc under dirty condi t ions (praces, foundrie, , coal mi11es, hichWlly cons tr uction, furnace cleanin&, et c.) 
--119 . Workinc in awkward or amall work space, (conditions in which the body i.a cnmped or uncomfortable) 
__ . - 120. Trawlinc (which requires one to~ aW11y from home owrnich t or lonee r) 
SECTION 7 
•low ll1't clnmptlon,,' of• cSesnes of Injury , ranctnc from minor to ,ery wrlous . U. the numben from Oto 5 to lndicau the 
"lbk " (or the poglbility ) ~ •ch occurrinc that you wowd be wUllnc to aceep t u • part of your work . 
--121 . lllnor Injury or l1.bMII whleh mlcbt -ult In a day or nor lost time 
--122 . Injury or lllnew which would prntnt wart tor OM full day or more , but 
wtudl wowd DOt baw uy permaneat ,rr,cta 
-121 . Ptnmneat Injury or l1iDnl (NlllltlDC In U. !om or an arm, lec, IMenrl&, lilht 
-'-·~ .nc.) 
-12'. Plnmnent &o&al dlablllty or •tb (Injury or IDDem whlc:b would IWUh In 
6ahlllty f« life , or Ill •lh) 
., 
RATING SCALE 
O No l)(*lbiUty 
1 Very limlud pouib ility 
2 Ll.mlt.ed poaibilit y 
I Moderate pou ibilit y 
' hlrly lllch polllbility 
6 Hilb poalbi Ii t y 
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SECTION 8 
Follcnrlq la a lilt ot job 19qui1Wlmn&a. U. Ille nll!llben from O to 5 &o rate bow much you would want each fl> be I part or 
JOll1 wart.. 
-125 . .A .-t spedtied rate ot won (-bly Une, etc.) 
--126. JtqeUtlw adhltift (rwpeat1111 tbf ._ adi"ty, without Interruption, for 
,enoda ol time) 
-127. Cycled won lldl"ti• (workinc aca>rdinc &o a ac:bedult which repeats WHkly, 
ally, ar bourly, 111cb u a postal carrier ar milk tnlck driwr cleliwrinc on a 
l'OIIW, a ,uard .-aoWnc a beat, etc .) 
-128 . l'redllon (..«! &o be mon than nanmlly prec:!a and accurate) 
--129 . AUention &o detail 
--130 . Rac:opiltion (Med to Identify certain object&, ewnts, ~. behavior, etc.) 
__ 131. Viellanoe (need to be eoauntly alert and awart or any chancei In a lltuation) 
RA11NG SCALE 
O None (No part) 
1 Very limited 
2 IJmited 
8 Moderate 
4 Conaiderable 
5 Very extemive 
__ 132. Need to kffp job knowlfdce current (continually learninc new dewiopmenll nlated to the job) 
SECTION 9 
&ti.ct one or tM respomes for ••ch of the foUowinc que,tiona . 
--133. Competition : How Important would you want competition with other ind;viduals or croup& to be in your work 
(for such t.hinp as promotiom, rinancal rewards, ncocnition , etc.) 
1. Very minor Importance 
2. Minor importance 
8. Modnate importance 
4. ffi&h Importance 
6. Enffme importance 
--1 :U. Decillon maki.n, lfwl: What lewl or decisiom would you want to mab in your work? 
1. Low lewl clec:Wons (1ucb u miat be made in i-stinC labels on cartoru, puttinc items on &Mlw, in a warthou.se, 
etc.) 
2. Btlow awra,e tewl decisions (1uch u thaw made in runninc • wood planer, ,nuinc a car. or dispatchine a 
tui) 
a. Awra,• lewl cledsions (1uch u in orderinc of!ice 1upplie, lfWr&I month, In advance, determining what is 
wronc with an automobile eD(ine , lfttinc up 1n1chint tools for operation, etc.) 
4. Abow awrac• lewl deciliona (1uch u deddinc who will be promoted, who will be bind or find, if property 
will be pur~. etc.) 
I. ffilb lewl decWons (1uch u ncommendinc major 11111ffY, •lectinc the location for a new plant . or approving 
a aorporation'1 annuaJ budpt) 
8 
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--115. Rwoat.nc ID problem 11>hl111: Wbldl of Ute foUowlJII reaont.nc lewis would you want your work to ftquift? 
1. Low<- of common -- to mrry out unln'l'Olffd lmtrudions, u miJht be don• by a janitor or a dtliftryperson) 
2. Btlow awra,e (mt or IOmt nperlenC!f or tninln&, 1uc:h u a ale, derk, a pol&al csnier, a keypunch operator, or an 
e.c:tridan '1 appftnCiC!f miJht u.t) 
a. Awn,e (u.e of princlpltl to 11>lw pnctlcal problema , aucb II mlcht be requiffd In farmt.nc, draftin& or e&rpfntry) 
4. .A.bow a•~• (mt of loslc or Iden ti fie UlinkiDC, " mieht be Uled by a mtdlanlcal ta,inffr, a penonntl 
dlred.or, or the mana,er or a a&oft, etc.) 
6. Hieb (im or principle, or lo&tc or scientific Ullntlnc to 10lw a wid• ranc• of problems , 11 mieht be don• by a 
-ch c:bemllt, a nuclear tJlllneer, a corporate pnsiden t , or the manaeer or a larJ• plant) 
-116. A.mount of planDlnc : How much planDJD& or adleduliDC would you like to do In your work? 
0. None 
1. Vwy lltile (lltile plaDDiDt or Jour own aetlTltift, • In •llin& tickets at a theater, workinc on an auembly line, 
etc.) 
2. Uttle (aome plannt.nc requlftd, but not a pat deal, u In deUwrinc milk, workinc u a janitor, etc.) 
a. Aw~• amount (for nample, a carpenter who m1at plan Ult best way to build a bouat , tbt plannine that must 
be dont by a taxi dispatcher, etc.) 
4. Considerable (for uampl•, a 1upervilor who must plan what the workera must do, 1 teacher who must prepare 
ltcture, or ltuon plan.a, tk) 
5. IArtt amount (for tumple, a dtp&rtment It.ore 111111&1•r, an eucutiw who muat plan tbt activitiH of different 
,roups, an architect, etc.) 
--137 . Education : How much education would you want your work to ftquire? 
0. Uttlt or none 
1. Leu tb&D bicb school 
2. Jucb 1cbool diploma 
a. Some oolle~ education 
'- eoues, cleifte 
Ii. AdTIIICtd c1t1ree (M.S., Ph.D., M.D., L.L.D., etc .) 
__ 138. Tralnine : How much tralninc, oth•r than th• education in number 137, would you want your work to rtquire' 
Considtr 1uch thine• u on-the -job trainifli , apprtnt ice trainln&, technical and vocational achools , and orient.ation 
train inc. 
0. l da) ' or leas 
1. Owr 1 CU)' up to 1 month 
2. llttw.en 1 and 6 months 
a. lltt-n 6 month& and 1 JUI 
4. llttWffn 1 and 8 yun 
fl . Oftr 3 yean 
--139 . £%pfrltnc,t : How much n:perience In rtlated or lo'Wff«WI jobs would you lib your work to ftquire 0 
1. Lea than 1 month 
2. 1- than 1 )'f&I 
I. llftWHD J and 8 )'tin 
'- •t-n 8 and 6 yean 
6. Owr 6yean 
--140. Litwl of -u,ematioi : What ii Ult bipeat ltftl or matbematioi you would nnt your job to ftquire? 
0 . None 
1. Simple oounUnc . addltion and aubtnction or nwnbtn amaller than 100 
2.. Addition and subtraction or nWIIMR up to 1,00il and aome multiplication and dJYialon 
I. U. or rractiona , dtcim&la, percenta,H 
4. U. of all•bra, pometry, tnconometry , or ll&tiltica 
6. Adtanced IM of calcul111, topoJosy, wctor analyaia, factor anal)'llil, probability theory, etc 
' 
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;...___ 1'1. l'llyllCll.l tartion: How much pbfllc:al effort wowd you want your wark to require? 
1. Very lilbt (oc:calonal nlklnc ar atandl111, occulonally momic llcht objects, u mJcht be rtq11ired or a aec~tary, 
•tcbmaur, &tltphoDf! operator, etc.) 
2. Licht (fl,equently nlltlnc or l&andlDC and often e:urtinc effort equal to that which would bt required to lirt 
lltt-n 10 and 20 pounda, 11 mlcht be done by a aues dttk, bank teUer, etc .) 
I. llodente (fl,eqmntly Htrtin& etfort equal to that which would be required to lift between 25 and 50 pounds , 
far Hample, auto -chanlc, coin ,endinc machine etmcepenon, b111 driver, etc.) 
'- ffee'f)' (lifUnc between 50 and 100 pounds, tor eumple , 1rueral laborer, bulldozer operator, bacgage porter , etc .) 
6. V•y beuy (freqmntly uain& enou,h effort to urt 50 pounds, and occuionaUy 1111111 enouch er!ort to lirt over 
100 pollDdi, for eumple, quarry minlnc, eet~ up concrete ronm, etc.) 
--142. Sapenilion 11.-0: How nany wortm would you want to directly auperme? 
0. Nooe 
1. 1 er 2worbn 
2.. I to Ii worlten 
a. 6 to 8 worken 
4. 9 to 12 worlten 
Ii. 1S er more warktr1 
--143. hnonnel reapoo.slbility : How many penonnel would you want to be reapon1lble for in your work? ~ an example, 
a president or a corporat ion would be reaponalble for neryone who worked for the corporation . 
0. None 
1. 10 or re-r workers 
2. 11 to 50 wotbl'$ 
a. 51 to 250 worken 
4. 251 to 750 workm 
Ii. 751 or more workers 
--144 . Safety respolllibilit y : How much responsibility for the safety or others would you be wllline to 1.11ume In your 
work? 
0. None 
1. Little (worltine only with small band tools, machine, that att not dan~rou,, elc .) 
2. Umlted (req>onsib!e to nrr~ only reuonable cue) 
3. lnternwcliate (muat be carefol to avoid blD'til\l othel'$, u in operatin& offrhead cranes . driving vehicles, etc .) 
4. Subatantial (mu.st constantly be c:an,fol not to injun othen, a.sin bandlin& danerrous chemicals or explos ives, 
etc.) 
Ii. Very 1ubitantial (the .rety or others would depend entirely upon you , u in pilotilli an aircraft , performing 
1118jor aurcery, etc.) 
-145 . Property reapolllibility: How much property would you be wlllin& to assume responsibility tor• 
1. Very little (1 few dollan worth) 
2. Uttle ($50 .00 to $500 .00 worth) 
I. Moderate amount ($501.00 to $5 ,000 .00 worth) 
4. SubltantW amount ($5,001.00 to $25,000 .00 worth ) 
i. V•y aubstantial amount (mere than $25,000.00 worth) 
--146 . Gellff&I rflpolllibllity : How much lfMral reapo111ibility would you want in your work' 
1. Very tittle 
2. Uttle 
I . A.-race amount 
4. Subltantial 
i . Very IUbliantlll 
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_ 147. 8upenllloa nc.twd: How mucb llll)ff1'illoa would ,nu want to neelw ID ,our work? 
1. ~ 111Pff"llion, 1Dc:1udi111 job Ullenmenta ud dcl9 obelnation of work 
2. OeHral llqlff"flllon 
I. o.n.J plclanct, but qulw lnchpendent of othen 
4. V•y little direction or 1uldance 
6. No supenllic>D 
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-1'8. ~ ltNc:tlln: Tv wbat emnt would 1ou ftllt to follow I routine, or baw ,our work ouWned for you? 
1. Almalt no c:bance from a predetermined job routine (worltlnc on an aaembly line, etc.) 
l. Uttle ctan,. from tbe work rout!M pomble (bookkeeplna, l&ocklnc itema In a wan home, etc .) 
I. Olrtaln work mlllt be done, bvt 1ou can determine ,our own ldledule or routine (carpenter, automobile 
.-cbanic, macblnlat, etc.) 
'- Uttle routine work (most of the dedllona made by 1ou, for eiiample, ltorr lllllDller, lnduatrial encineer, etc .) 
6. No routine (a wide ftriety of problems mlllt be dealt with, and you would determine your own solutions, for 
nample, corpontion wlc:e-pnsident, -,di chemilt, etc.) 
__ l 49 . Oiticslity of position : So- positions In a company art ttpeclally critical . If not filled properly, such thinas as 
t.be c:ompany'1 earni.ncs or reputation micht lffioualy suffer . With th!J In mind, what dtp-ee of criticality would 
1ou want your job or position to ba,e? 
1. Vff'J low 
2. Low 
S. Moderate 
4. Hieb 
6. Very hich 
__ 1r,o. Chic Oblleations : How important wowd you want civic obllC&tioru to be in your work (uaistinc charitable oraan · 
bationa, beloncillf to citizen committee,, and tervin& In other non-payin& public service capacitie.) 
0. No importance 
1. Very minor 
2. Low 
a. .Awrac• 
4. Hich 
S. Exlffme imponance 
If you art not 111inc th• Optical Scanntnc Answer Shfft and your annren will not be computer anaJr:ried you an now finishod. 
Otbenrile, proettd to tho "~lecwd Comparioona" tection on the back pace . -
Pera1aa1on to reproduce the JAPQ wa• granted by PAQ SerTices, lnc., 
Logan, Utah a.,21 (1982). 
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SELECTED COMPARISONS 
Jr ,ou are lllinl U. compuwr IDllr-d -- lbMt, ..-cl to •lect from tlM Occupational Di'filio111 listed bf low tht three 
t,,o.dlclt nwnbfts -,dated with oeeupatlona you m!Rt •rloualy coDlider cboosin&. Enter the t.hne two-41icit nwnbel'$ in 
1lle area or &bf lllnff abMt dlllpated for "•leded codlparilona." 
Two-Dicit Occupational DiYi&iom 
(Aa taun from U. Dictio,wry of <kcMpatioMI ntle1 (DOT), Fourth Edition) 
,aonmo11..u.. TSCIIJIIC..U. AXD lllAJIAGtaL\L occt7PAflONI 
IOIOl a..-11-1a on:1111oetun. ~ ud _...Fial 
OI Oecupatlo111 la aa&IMmatla - llhmml -... 
.. ~0111 ID Ille--· 
N O--tlo .. la ood&I --
9'1 O--llo111 ID -- ud -
.. o--&Jcu ID ed ... lloD 
10 o.e-11-. La ---.1111nn ud -.i -
11 ~- La law ..S Julllpn,4oaee 
II 
II 
.. 
II 
II 
II 
II 
OecupaeloDI ID nlilloD uul &Mol...-, 
OeeupaeioDI ID wriCID& 
Occ:upaUona 1D en 
Oecupat.10111 in •nt.8rl.aLllmmt and nc:natton 
Oeeupatiom ill admilw'tratJve IPlfltcauiatiou 
Man&cen and oftici&ll,., n.e .c. 
lililcelkDe0\111 pwofHlioll&l. UeluucaJ ud m,aaaaeri&I occupation.t 
CLSalC..U. AJID SA.LU OCCVPAflONS 
911 --by, tn,ID&. IIIIDc ud nla&ed oecupoeloDI :t6 lal• OCC\lpatloDI. Nn'lee1 
21 o,-,uunc &Del aceo\Ul"1'ec0Nlin1 oceupaUona H Wea occy,paUon,a, con,umablt commodil.ies 
12 Production and m&ock elerlu and rt.las.ed occvpaU0111 17 a.lea occupe&.iona, commodH.iea, n.t .c. 
U Jalormatton and ..,...., dtnribudo11 oeeupaUoa.a II MiilceU&neo1&1 alet oecupeiiona 
M -il&DoOl&I deic:aJ occupetlOIII 
1saV1CI: OCCUPATIONS 
ao Domestic •nice oec11,paUou 16 16.etll&Deou ..-.oaa.l wMN occupatJom 
11 Food and bit:venae pnpua1'oD ud ~ oecupaUoa.a N APP&N:I and furnia.llin&s •l"Yiet oecup1tioni 
12 l..odC;in.& and related ~ occYpaUon.t 17 Prot.ecUn lt'Mce oeeup1lion.a 
aa 8arberin&.. eocmeioloe y , acd relaud •MN occ\lpaU011.1 N 8"1ldiftc and rwlawd •rvtet oecup1t.io11.1 
a4 Aa\lMCDeDl aDCI rwcreadon ll!"'lict: oc-cupatJon, 
IO 
11 
12 
13 
" 
AGIUCVLTtillAL . P'UIISaY . roa11:1rntY AND al:LATJ:D OCCUPAT10NS 
Pia.at termini oecu.padou 
Anima l tannin& oc.cu.p1DoN 
llt8Cle:Uaneo111 1&ricu.ltural u.d rw&as.ed oecuP1Cion1 
l"iabny and nlated oceupadona 
P'onstn occup1\Jona 
Hwitin&. trappina and relakd occuplt.ions 
PllOCUSING OCCUPATIONS 
Oceupation, in .,.~ of ••IAI &!> 
Oft nfl.ll.in& and fO\IDdry oecu~1LioD.1 
Oecupalloru: in pl"Oeff&inc of food.. lobacco and relau-d producu &,6 
Occu.pationa it!. Proa.in& of pape:r and related mauna.11 &7 
C)ecupaLioo.a in p rC>ft'Min& of pet.rokwn.. eo&l, u.tl.lftl uid 18 
81&Du.factund I.&&. a.nd reiaWd produc&.a 19 
OcC\lpationa Ul proceatn1 of chem icals . p lal'Uc:a. wYDtbetics . 
"'"'Mr. paj"t Md re.l.att>d rtrod\lt:U 
(kcupaUona in procaana of •ood 1nd wood products 
Occupetiona in procuaina of stone , clay, &J,t.u &nd related p-rodu ct.t 
Oceup1\Jon.. ln procest.in& of lulher . wzUlu and ttlated produ cu 
Pt0tt-.ina occupat io n.a. n .e.c. 
IIACHIN£ TllADES OCCUPATIONS 
IO likW machin.irlc occupeUon. 86 
f7 
u 
H 
l\ 'ood znublftin& ocC'\IP1tJons 
tl lill'&alworlliA& oceUl)aUona . n..e.c. 
•2163 Mech&D.lct and macbtn•n- repau"ITI 
t4 Papcr•orkinc occupation, 
•~ PmaUAI, OCC1.&pat.ion., 
OccupeLiom in m1cturunc stone . cJa v. &1aaa nd nlac.ed m1teriala 
Te:a:UJe, occup1tioru 
Machine trada occupet i OD.I.. n .e.c . 
111:NCBWOlllt OCCUPATIONS 
10 
,. 
14 
IO 
11 
12 
.. 
eo 
.. 
92 
.. 
()e"Cupatiom bl labrtcation.. ... mbh and nPIJJ' of meta.I 
ll'l'Odr.ac&.a, a..e ,c. 
Oecu.patioN i.D tabnc:.tion aad HP&il of 1eienutic . m•df.e&l.. 
... ou.uaphJc . optlcat borolc>&1cal and ret.od products 
OecupaUona iD -..mbly and nPl,lr of electncal •qr.aipment 
Oecupatiou Ln fabrication and nP&it of prodr.acu ma.de from 
....,,od mawrialf 
NDUA&.. drtconlUII, aad reat.d oeeupe,Liom 
OccupaUoru Ul tabrtcaUon and repair of plut1cs , 1ynthet1c.s , 
rvbber and "Laled product, 
Occupallom in f1br1caUon and repair of wood producu 
Oecupat.lom ln fabrication and nP&U of aod. 11.one. do and 
..,...p,och.1cu 
Occupatiom Ll'I tabr1caUon and nprair of w:a:Wt . lHther and 
nlated product.I 
.. ncbwork OCCl&PaUOU. n..e.c. 
IITaUCTUaAL woag OCCUPATIONS 
Oc,eupatiom tD meu.J fabrtc:.Un&. n.e .c. 
Weldfflr.. nitwn and nl.a\*d occupation.. 
llenric&I a-«mbUn&,. Llw\&W.D.c and ,..pe..irin, occupatioru 
PaillltAL piul.erta&. .. ,.,.1nooa.c.. cem«DUA& ud related 
..,..uou 
Eacavau.n& . sndia.& . P•vin& 1Dd Nlated occus-tJon.a 
ConatrucLion occupatioru . n.e .c . 
l&nactura.1 work OCC\lP&t.iOAI, n..• .c. 
IIIICSLLANKOIJI OCCUPAT10NS 
Mot°" fni&bt oeeu"Uo• 
,..._par\atJoD occ,,apaUona.. ILe .c . 
hc.uciAI a.Dd aaurials b.aad1i.ac oecvp,aaoru 
O.C,1&paUom a.a •• nc~ °" of a.nan.la 
e5 
" 
.7 
Oecu.vat101111 ill D'l'OducUon ... d dwtrtbution of utllitits 
4m111emea.t . nOMLion.. mo&,on pict\lff , nd.ao and tel•,u 1on 
ecc:upation1 , n..e.c. 
Oee\lpcU0111 in anptuc art work 
Acknowledc-nt : ApPffclation la n:~d to thf U.S. Dtpart-nt or lAbor, Employm.nt 'Inininc Administration , U.S. 
Emplo)"-.it Senice for the'* or thf two.dicit occupational diviaio111 lia~d on thi, pact . 
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Appendix D 
High Producers Descriptive Data 
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Appendix D 
High Producers Descriptive Data 
Employee Tenure Output Age Employee Tenure Output Age 
1 6 896 29 18 24 980 23 
2 8 899 32 19 27 1073 29 
3 11 947 31 20 28 1200 23 
4 11 936 26 21 30 858 36 
5 12 866 20 22 30 1108 33 
6 14 856 21 23 30 1077 24 
7 15 1011 20 24 30 858 36 
8 16 1121 24 25 32 1029 21 
9 18 1081 30 26 33 1043 27 
10 18 822 23 27 33 964 33 
11 19 1000 21 28 36 926 22 
12 20 1000 24 29 36 1060 34 
13 20 1022 26 30 39 869 27 
14 21 950 22 31 39 869 27 
15 21 1135 23 32 42 981 25 
16 22 1000 24 33 44 1074 23 
17 22 1200 23 
Median Tenure= 24 months 
X Output= 993.06 pieces per hour 
X Age= 26.12 years 
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Low Producers Descriptive Data 
Employee Tenure 
1 4 
2 5 
3 6 
4 6 
5 6 
6 8 
7 9 
8 9 
9 9 
10 10 
11 11 
12 15 
13 18 
14 19 
15 20 
16 21 
17 21 
18 21 
19 22 
20 22 
21 24 
22 28 
23 29 
24 44 
25 46 
26 144 
27 156 
Median Tenure= 19 months 
X output= 706.81 pieces per hour 
X age= 29.81 years 
Output 
625 
635 
579 
664 
653 
629 
665 
700 
730 
700 
699 
735 
698 
703 
707 
703 
780 
790 
698 
720 
801 
651 
731 
756 
760 
768 
804 
127 
Age 
22 
20 
24 
25 
30 
31 
23 
29 
32 
33 
29 
23 
54 
21 
34 
41 
21 
21 
20 
26 
23 
27 
32 
32 
24 
59 
49 
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Appendix F 
Long Tenured Descriptive Data 
Employee Tenure Output Age Employee Tenure Output Age 
1 18 698 54 21 28 651 27 
2 18 882 23 22 28 1200 23 
3 18 1081 30 23 29 731 32 
4 19 703 21 24 30 858 36 
5 19 1000 21 25 30 1108 33 
6 20 1022 26 26 30 1077 24 
7 20 1000 24 27 30 858 36 
8 20 707 34 28 32 1029 21 
9 21 703 41 29 33 964 33 
10 21 780 21 30 33 1043 27 
11 21 790 21 31 36 1060 34 
12 21 950 22 32 36 926 22 
13 21 1135 23 33 39 869 27 
14 22 720 26 34 39 869 27 
15 22 698 20 35 42 981 25 
16 22 1000 24 36 44 1074 23 
17 22 1200 23 37 44 756 32 
18 24 980 23 38 46 760 24 
19 24 801 23 39 144 768 59 
20 27 1073 29 40 156 804 49 
Median Tenure= 27.50 months 
X Output= 907.73 pieces per hour 
X Age= 28.58 years 
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Short Tenured Descriptive Data 
Employee Tenure 
1 4 
2 5 
3 6 
4 6 
5 6 
6 6 
7 8 
8 8 
9 9 
10 9 
11 9 
12 10 
13 11 
14 11 
15 11 
16 12 
17 14 
18 15 
19 15 
20 16 
Median= 9.25 months 
X output= 772.30 pieces per hour 
X age= 26.2 years 
Output 
625 
635 
653 
664 
579 
896 
899 
629 
730 
665 
700 
700 
699 
947 
936 
866 
856 
735 
1011 
1121 
131 
Age 
22 
20 
30 
25 
24 
29 
32 
31 
32 
23 
29 
33 
29 
31 
26 
20 
21 
23 
20 
24 
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JAPQ PAQ JAPQ 
# # # 
1 1 41 
2 2 42 
3 3 43 
4 4 44 
5 5 45 
6 6 46 
7 7 47 
8 8 48 
9 10 49 
10 11 50 
11 12 51 
12 13 52 
13 14 53 
14 15 54 
15 16 55 
16 17 56 
17 18 57 
18 19 58 
19 20 59 
20 22 60 
21 23 61 
22 24 62 
23 25 63 
24 26 64 
25 27 65 
26 28 66 
27 32 67 
28 28 68 
29 29 69 
30 30 70 
31 31 71 
32 34 72 
33 35 73 
34 39 74 
35 40 75 
36 41 76 
37 42 77 
38 78 78 
39 79 79 
40 80 80 
Appendix H 
PAQ-JAPQ Item Conversion 
PAQ JAPQ PAQ 
# # # 
81 81 119 
82 82 149 
84 83 150 
85 84 151 
93 85 152 
83 86 179 
94 87 53 
95 88 54 
96 89 52 
97 90 51 
98 91 50 
99 92 55 
100 93 56 
101 94 57 
102 95 59 
103 96 61 
104 97 62 
105 98 63 
106 99 65 
107 100 71 
108 101 72 
109 102 73 
110 103 74 
111 104 75 
131 105 76 
132 106 77 
133 107 88 
113 108 89 
114 109 90 
115 110 91 
116 111 92 
117 112 136 
118 113 137 
121 114 135 
122 115 138 
123 116 139 
124 117 140 
125 118 141 
126 119 142 
120 120 182 
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JAPQ PAQ 
# # 
121 144 
122 143 
123 146 
124 147 
125 169 
126 170 
127 171 
128 174 
129 175 
130 176 
131 177 
132 180 
133 * 134 36 
135 37 
136 38 
137 46 
138 48 
139 47 
140 49 
141 87 
142 128 
143 129 
144 183 
145 184 
146 185 
147 134 
148 186 
149 187 
150 148 
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Appendix I 
PAQ Analyst Results 
PAQ Item # x 
-
lo. Analysts I Responses 
1* 4.4 0.5 5-4-5-4-4-4-5 
2 4.0 0.8 3-3-4-4-5-4-5 
3 1.0 0.0 1-1-1-1-1-1-1 
4 0.3 0.7 0-0-0-0-2-0-0 
5 3.4 0.5 3-3-3-4-3-4-4 
6 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
7 4.6 0.5 4-5-4-5-4-5-5 
8 0.3 0.4 1-0-1-0-0-0-0 
9 3.9 0.8 3-3-4-4-3-5-5 
10 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
11 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
12 0.9 0.8 2-1-2-0-0-0-1 
13 1.3 1.2 2-3-2-0-2-0-0 
14 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
15 2.7 0.7 2-2-2-3-3-3-4 
16 1. 7 1. 2 1-0-1-4-2-2-2 
17 4.3 0.7 4-4-3-5-4-5-5 
18 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
19 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
20 3.7 0.4 3-4-3-4-4-4-4 
22 0.9 1.0 1-3-1-0-0-0-1 
23 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
24 0.7 0.7 1-2-1-0-0-0-1 
25 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
26 0.1 0.3 0-0-1-0-0-0-0 
27 0.9 1.0 2-2-2-0-0-0-0 
28 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
29 1.1 1.4 0-0-0-3-3-2-0 
30 0.9 1.0 2-2-2-0-0-0-0 
31 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
32 1. 7 0.9 1-1-1-3-3-2-1 
34 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
35 2.4 0.5 2-2-2-3-3-2-3 
36 2.0 0.5 2-2-2-2-3-2-1 
37 2.0 0.0 2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
38 0.7 0.4 l-0-1-1-1-0-l 
39 0.4 0.7 0-0-0-0-2-0-1 
40 0.1 0.3 0-0-0-0-l-O-O 
41 1.3 0.4 2-2-1-1-1-1-1 
42 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
46 2.0 0.0 2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
47 2.1 0.3 2-3-2-2-2-2-2 
48 1. 7 0.4 2-1-2-2-1-2-2 
49 1.9 0.3 2-1-2-2-2-2-2 
50 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
51 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
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52 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
53 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
54 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
55 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
56 0.1 0.3 0-0-0-0-1-0-0 
57 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
59 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
61 3.3 0.4 3-4-4-3-3-3-3 
62 3.7 0.7 3-3-4-5-3-4-4 
63 1.0 1.1 1-1-2-0-3-0-0 
65 5.0 0.0 5-5-5-5-5-5-5 
71 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
72 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
73 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
74 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
75 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
76 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
77 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
78 0.6 0.5 1-1-1-0-l-O-O 
79 0.9 0.8 1-1-2-0-2-0-0 
80 1. 9 0.6 2-2-2-1-3-1-2 
81 1. 3 1.2 2-2-2-0-3-0-0 
82 2.9 0.6 3-3-2-3-4-2-3 
83 2.0 0.8 2-2-1-3-3-2-1 
84 4.1 0.6 4-4-4-4-3-5-5 
85 2.9 0.3 3-2-3-3-3-3-3 
87 1.1 0.3 1-2-1-1-1-1-1 
88 4.9 0.3 5-4-5-5-5-5-5 
89 0.9 0.3 l-0-1-1-1-1-1 
90 1.1 0.3 1-2-1-1-1-1-1 
91 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
92 0.6 0.5 1-1-1-1-0-0-0 
93 4.7 0.4 5-5-5-4-5-4-5 
94 4.0 0.0 4-4-4-4-4-4-4 
95 4.3 0.4 4-4-4-5-5-4-4 
96 4.4 0.5 4-4-4-5-4-5-5 
97 4.4 0.7 5-5-4-5-3-5-4 
98 1. 3 0.4 2-2-1-1-1-1-1 
99 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
100 0.9 0.3 1-1-1-1-0-l-1 
101 1.0 0.5 1-1-1-1-0-1-2 
102 0.1 0.3 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
103 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
104 1.6 0.5 2-2-2-2-1-1-1 
105 0.4 0.5 0-0-0-0-1-1-1 
106 0.1 0.3 0-0-0-0-l-O-O 
107 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
108 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
109 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
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_?_[l Analysts I Responses 
110 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
111 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
113 0.9 0.3 1-1-1-1-0-l-1 
114 2.3 0.4 2-2-2-3-2-3-2 
115 4.9 0.3 5-5-5-5-4-5-5 
116 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
117 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
118 3.7 0.4 4-4-4-4-4-3-3 
119 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
120 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
121 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
122 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
123 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
124 1.4 0.5 2-2-1-1-1-1-2 
125 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
126 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
128 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
129 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
131 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
132 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
133 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
134 2.3 0.4 2-2-3-2-3-2-2 
135 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
136 0.1 0.3 0-0-0-0-l-O-O 
137 0.1 0.3 0-0-0-0-l-O-O 
138 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
139 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
140 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
141 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
142 1. 7 1.3 3-3-3-0-0-1-2 
143 3.0 0.0 3-3-3-3-3-3-3 
144 0.9 0.3 1-1-1-1-0-l-1 
146 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
147 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
148 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
149 1.3 1.1 1-2-2-0-0-1-3 
150 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
151 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
152 0.3 0.4 0-0-0-0-0-1-1 
169 4.3 0.7 4-4-5-3-5-4-5 
170 4.9 0.3 5-4-5-5-5-5-5 
171 1.1 0.3 1-1-1-2-1-1-1 
174 4.1 0.6 5-4-4-5-4-4-3 
175 3.7 0.4 4-3-3-4-4-4-4 
176 2.0 0.8 1-2-2-1-3-3-2 
177 0.9 0.6 1-1-1-0-2-1-0 
179 1.3 0.4 1-1-1-1-2-1-2 
180 3.0 0.5 3-3-3-2-4-3-3 
182 0.0 0.0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
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183 0.1 0.3 0-0-0-0-l-O-O 
184 2.3 0.7 2-2-2-4-2-2-2 
185 3.6 0.7 4-4-3-5-3-3-3 
186 1. 3 0.4 1-1-1-2-2-1-1 
187 4.1 0.6 4-4-4-3-4-5-5 
*Results are shown for PAQ items used with the JAPQ 
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JAPQ Dimension Preferences 11Keyer11 
Dimens ion 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
JAPQ-D2 
Appendix J 
JAPQ Dimension Preferences 11Keyer11 
z-score 
1.148 
0.297 
1.062 
-0 .127 
1.019 
0.103 
-0.421 
1.647 
0.491 
0.017 
-1. 518 
1.361 
-0 .833 
0.322 
2.010 
1.656 
6.558 
Standard Deviation 
0.657 
0.604 
0.831 
0. 701 
0. 713 
0. 701 
1.316 
0.996 
0.831 
0.891 
0. 770 
0.958 
1.263 
0. 775 
1.385 
1.348 
3.539 
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Appendix K 
Dimension Job Analysis vs. Keyer Dimension Preference 
Dimnension 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
PAQ z-score 
-0 .80 
0.00 
0.20 
-0. 90 
1.40 
0.10 
-0 .20 
-0 .50 
0.20 
-0.60 
0.10 
0.00 
-0.50 
2.20 
-0.40 
0.00 
Keyers' z-score 
1.15 
0.30 
1.06 
-0 . 13 
1.02 
0.10 
-0 .42 
1. 65 
0.49 
0.02 
-1. 52 
1.36 
-0.83 
0.32 
2.01 
1.66 
Difference 
1. 95 
0.30 
0 . 86 
0. 77 
-0.38 
0.00 
-0.22 
2.15 
0.29 
0.62 
-1.62 
1. 36 
-0.33 
-1.88 
2.41 
1.66 
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